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Travis out as
state school
board chair
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Board of Education
elected a new chairman Wednesday, replacing the man who oversaw a failed search for a new education commissioner this summer.
The board elected Wilburn Joe Brothers of
Elizabethtown during an annual consideration for
chairman.
Brothers replaces Keith Travis, whoa had served
on the board for a decade, including the last three
as chairman.
Travis, who is vice-president of human
resources at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
said he was "maybe somewhat surprised" by the
board's 10-1 decision to oust him. "There's an end
to every leadership activity, so those things happen," Travis said.
Travis
This summer, the board hired Illinois educator
Barbara Irwin to replace former education commissioner Gene
Wilhoit, who left in November for a job in Washington. Irwin, however, withdrew before she started the position after questions were
raised about her resume and a police investigation in her former
school district.
Travis, who was first appointed by former Gov. Paul Patton, was
the lone dissenting vote to appoint Brothers as chairman.
Travis said he would continue on as a member of the board.
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

4 p.m. Tuesday. The breeze, shown
The Murray Bank northside branch time and temperature sign read 105 degrees around
heat.
dangerous
the
by the flag fluttering in the background, did little to cut

County boat
Local power keeps up in heat
owner spared
from marina fire
It

unaffected by the fire that broke
out about 3:30 p.m. Monday.
The blaze killed one person and
injured several others.
The fire also destroyed at
least seven sailboats, houseboats and cabin cruisers while
damaging two of the marina's
four docks.
"The only thing that burned
By TOM BERFY
down there was the dock that
Staff Wnter
Murray resident Dennis had the houseboats," Burkeen
Burkeen, whose boat was said this morning. "Mine is a
docked at the Town & Country pontoon boat and it was docked
Manna that burned in Jonathan over where they put the ponCreek near Aurora Monday, toons and fishing boats so it
says he was not affected by the wasn't damaged at all."
Nevertheless. Burkeen said
blaze, but feels for those that did
suffer damage.
Burkeen's boat was located
Page 2A
in another section of the marina •See

Feels for those
who suffered
damages, other
losses in blaze

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
With air conditioners trying to crank out
cool an to offset the humid weather, electric
companies are encouraging their cusailvers
to conserve energy when possible.
The request comes as record-high temperatures have pushed electricity demand to
an all-time high for the Tennessee Valley
Authority system, which supplies local utilities with power.
Peak use reached 32,095 megawatts on
Monday even with temperatures across the
80,000-square mile region averaged 94
degrees, according to a TVA release.
Conserving energy dunng peak afternoon
and evening hours can help relieve the hardworking system. Energy-saving practices
include keeping curtains closed on the south
and west sides of the house during the day,
using a microwave for cooking and operating large appliances, such as dishwashers
and laundry units, only with full loads and
after 8 p.m., according to TVA.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

greeted returning students this
New Southwest Elementary School Pnncipal Dennis Fisher
replaces Janet Johnson,
Fisher
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morning as the new school year begins
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nate."
Even so, a little conservation never hurt
"With anybody, you'd encourage them to
conserve at peak times." Smart said.
"Basically, turn outlightsyou aren't using.
Don't leave anything on that doesn't need to
be on. It's a benefit to us as utilities and to
TVA not to reach record levels where our
systems are forced to perform over and
above."
Electricity usage is expected to be even
higher as afternoon temperatures are forecast this week in the upper 90s and low 100s
and even greater humidity. Heat index readings are eyed at around 105 to 107 degrees.
A glimmer of hope may be Saturday
night when temperatures "plunge" to the
upper 60s.
Even at the record-level earlier this week.
the demand was met. TVA Executive Vice
President of Power System Operations Terry

•See Page 2A

Fletcher touts 'Responsible
Gaming Week'this week

A PERSONAL WELCOME

INDEX

Murray Electric System General
Manager Tony Thompson said with TVA's
new nuclear plant on line, capacity seems to
be bolding up really well.
While the local utility is holding up in-the
temperatures, the crews who maintain the
system are still at risk with the triple-digit
heat index.
"We have to watch our guys and make
sure they aren't getting too hot," Thompson
said. "We tell our guys to drink plenty of
water and during the hottest parts of the day
we try to scale back a little and not get into
real physical jobs."
So far so good with West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corp.. which provides
many county residents with power.
"Our system is holding up OK. Of
tourse. any time that it gets this hot, you
stand the risk of losing a piece of equipment
because a lot of the equipment in the electrical grid is still mechanical," said WKRECC
President/CEO David Smart.
"... As of right now, we've been fortu-

Friday

Absolutely
no other local
publication
can offer you
the reach of the
Murray Ledger
& Times'

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's opposition to legalized casino gambling in Kentucky has been no
secret — his re-election campaign has even printed bumper
stickers underlining in red his
resistance to the idea.
Fletcher, however, has
signed a proclamation designating this week as "Responsible
Gaming Education Week- — an
initiative started by casinos with
operations in New Jersey, Las
Vegas and neighboring Indiana.
"Responsible gaming is an
activity enjoyed by a majority
of the citizens of the commonwealth who participate as a
form of voluntary, personal
entertainment; but those who
cannot gamble in a safe and
responsible manner need to be
aware that help is available."
Fletcher said in the signed

7,500.0..ther

proclamation dated Monday.
A first-term Republican.
Fletcher has made the question
The Murray Ledger &
of whether Kentucky should
Times Web site ran a poll
cena
gambling
casino
legalize
question from July 31
tral part of his re-election
through Aug. 7, asking if
Steve
Democrat
efforts.
put on a ballot, would you
Beshear, a former lieutenant
vote for expanded gamgovernor opposing Fletcher in
bling in Kentucky. The
the Nov. 6 election, supports
results were:
•Yes: 141 votes (50%)
legalizing casino gambling at
•No: 138 votes (49%)
horse race tracks and up to four
other locations throughout the •Don't know/not sure: 3
votes (1%)
state.
Fletcher's proclamation fol
lows a national movement by Stephen A. Wynn, chairman &
Gaming CEO of Wynn Resorts, Ltd.
American
the
Locally, a group that
Association, which is in its 10th
year of promoting the responsi- includes local race tracks and
ble gaming campaign. The gambling interests is planning a
industry association lists among press conference at the Capitol
its board of directors casino on Wednesday. Other members
executives such as Gary of the coalition include the
Corp.,
Lottery
Loveman. president and CEO of Kentucky
Harrah's Entertainment, Inc.. J. Churchill Downs, Inc., and
Terrence Lanni, chairman &
CEO of MGM Mirage, and
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IIII Fletcher.

Calloway Circuit Court
• Melaine Albright. 28. of Lafollette Drive in Murray. was indicted
last week on three counts of possession of a methamphetamine
precursor for unlawfully possessing pseudoephednne on three
occasions in April. May and June
• Ralph M Baker, 28, and Ashley N Hawkins. 27, both of Pans.
Tenn were each indicted last week on drug charges and traffic
violations Baker is charged with first-degree possession of a
controlled substance (Ecstasy). possession of marijuana. possession of drug paraphernalia, manufacturing methamphetamine, conspiracy to theft by unlawful taking arid no seat belts
Hawkins is charged with second-offense possession of drug
paraphernalia, possession of marijuana, manufacturing meth,
theft by unlawful taking, failure to signal and no insurance The
pair was charged in a June 25 incident during which KSP Trooper
Donald Bowman said they possessed the drugs and paraphernalia and unlawfully took anhydrous ammonia. attach is used to
make meth
• James B Clark, 35. and Patricia Clark. 29, both of South 11th
Street in Murray. were each indicted last week for first-degree
possession of a controlled substance Kentucky State Police
Detective Ronnie Giles took the case directly to the grand jury.
saying the couple had methamphetamine in their possession of
May 3
• Jason Scott Clay. 27. of Almo Shiloh Road in Almo, was indicted last week for second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of marijuana Both charges are felonies
because he also had a firearm in his possession on May 16 when
the drug pipe. baggies, grinder and less than 8 ounces of marijuana were found
• Carla Ferguson. 44, of New Concord, was indicted last week on
charges stemming from a June 18 accident She is charged with
driving under the influence, possession of drug paraphernalia,
possession of marijuana, first-degree wanton endangerment.
first-degree fleeing Or evading leaving the scene of an accident,
operating on a suspended license, no insurance and no seat belt
• Barry T Giggs. 38. of Osborne Road in Hazel, was indicted last
week on four counts each of distribution of matter portraying a
sexual performance by a minor and possession of matter portraying a sexual performance by a minor for incidents spanning from
February to May
• Jeffrey K Johnson, 36. of Rockville Lane in Almo. and Shad
Harris. 33. of Welch Drive in Murray, were each indicted last
week on misdemeanors stemming from a June 30 incident in
which two others were injured and another person's vehicle was
damaged They are charged with fourth-degree assault and thirddegree cstentnat rnIschnia- • Jeremy L Kirksey, 28. of Rolling Acres Lane in Murray, and Amy
Upton. 27 of Bowling Green. were each indicted last week for
second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia, first-degree
possession of a controlled substance (methamphetamine) and
no seat bells Upton faces additional charges of license to be in
possession. reckless driving, failure to signal and failure to produce insurance card The charges were the result Of a June 18
incident
• Christopher Lindsay. 24 of Murray Highway in Hardin was
indicted last week on possession of a methamphetamine precursor for unlawfully having gseudoephedrine in April
• Brett M Nance. 23. of Logan Drive in Murray. was indicted last
week on three felonies, three misdemeanors and two violations
He's charged with carrying a concealed deadly weapon, trafficking in marijuana (more than 8 ounces). first -degree possession of
a controlled substance imethamphetaminel. operating on a suspended license, possession of drug paraphernalia, no insurance
failure to signal and no seat belt The charges stem from a June
2 incident
• Richard Ramsey. 51, of Radio Road in Alma), was indicted last
week for fourth-degree assault and two counts of second-degree
assault after Kentucky State Police Trooper Trent Weaver took
the case that stems from incidents in February. May and June.
directly to the grand jury
•Mark Schroeder, 24. at Benson, was indleted WM week for fleetdegree possession of a controlled substance imethamphetamine) and possession of drug paraphernalia The charges stem
from a June 22 incident
• Rashad Troup. 20. David Mathis 18, Whitney Sanders. 18.
Brenton Bailey. 19. Sam Schniederman 19. and Chris Henry. 18.
all of Murray, were each indicted on charges of third-degree burglary and theft by unlawful taking more than $300 The charges
stem from the group breaking into Calloway County High School
in May and June and taking property The six were arrested in
Juty along with two juveniles
• Jesus Vasquez, 24. of Main Street in Murray. was indicted last
week on charges second-degree rape and two counts of first.
degree criminal possession of a forged instrument He's accused
of having sexual intercourse with a 12-year-old girl and unlawfully having a U S Social Security card and "grew) card " Laura I
Nettles. 38. who lives at a nearby Main Street residence. was
indicted for complicity to second-degree rape
• Tracy ID Webb 38 of Northwood Drive in Murray, was indicted
last week on two counts of first-degree criminal possession of a
forged instrument as well as on count of second-degree persistent felony offender
• Stevie Lyn York. 45. of Benton and Joseph Mark Beane. 31. of
Beane Road in Murray. were each indicted for manufacturing
methamphetamine, possession of anhydrous ammonia with
intent to manufacture meth and possession of anhydrous ammo.
ma in unapproved container Also stemming from the. June 24
incident, Beane faces additional charges of second-offense possession of drug paraphernalia. criminal trespassing. seconaoffense no insurance no operator s license improper registration
and first 10,700 J'.ersistent felony offender
-- Information from court documents
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From Front

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
KEEPING A WATCHFUL EYE: Murray State University's Travis Byassee directs traffic
Tuesday morning as workers from Murray Paving, Inc.. paint white crossing stripes at the
intersection of North 16th Street and Farmer Avenue. Murray State University classes will
soon be starting for the fall semester and crews are busy getting everything prepared.
ByasSee was watching carefully for approaching vehicles.

AP
Tennessee Valley Authority Balancing Authority Tim Brown watches the instantaneous load
display rise over 33-thousand for the first time in history Tuesday at TVA's power headquarters in Chattanooga, Tenn. The display shows power consumption in megawatts of electricity
being used in the Tennessee Valley

TownCrier

II Local power ...

NOTICE
▪ he Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
Thursday at 6 p m at the Day
Treatment
Center/AEC
Agenda
items
include
improvements to the football
facility, final plans and specifications for the interior renovation project and a superintendent's .report
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6 30 p m
Thursday The only agenda
item is a report from the
finance/personnel committee which meets at 6 p m to
discuss
tax
rates
and
Tourism Commission operating expenses
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916
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Due to a reporter's error. a
story friday incorrectly identified the ossncrs of d barn
,lestroyed in a storm The owners are Barry and Darrell Caw.
-SM•11111m•Mr

The Murrtn Ledger (4 TiMe I
..trOo.'s to ensure accurate and
tau reporting. however mistakes occasionally OCCUr It is
the Ledger'. policy to correct
errors To rrport a news mistake or error, please call 7331916
Pictured is the burned boat dock at Town & Country Manna in Aurora
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Internet •Boat owner ...
•

'Full Ports Dept

iot) said the system used all
of its fossil units. an +II
nuclear units. all four pumped
storage units and 91 of its 104
hyrdo units along with most of
the wind. solar and. niethane
renewable energy units
"Each day this week fias the

r

Potential to set a record,"
Boston said. "Energy conservation practices, such as reducing
use during the early evening.
can serse as an added source to
help meet the demands being
placed on the power system during this period of extremely hot
and dry weather."

Correction

Diana Thomason
Aoesunt Executive
PAO Insestrriont Group
M761-4121
alliallioataliaa0tiollsouth net

From Front

Caesars Indiana.
Mike Stone, executive director of the Kentucky Council on
Problem Gambling, said the
group is planning to release a
report on youth gambling m the
state. Stone said the council
does not advocate for or against
an expansion of gambling iii
Kentucky:
Nevertheless, based on expe
hence in other states, the likeli.hood of a rise M people with
possible gambling addictions coincides
with an expansion in gambling. Stone
said.
"Our focus
is to help people understand
that there is
Fletcher
responsible
gambling and then there are
places for them to get help.•"
Stone said.
Having a week every year to
promote responsible gambling
is a good thing. Beshear said.
"The inconsistency that I see
is he apparently supports panmutuel wagering at race tracks.
the lottery and charitable gambling." Beshear said in a telephone interview, "Somehow he
draws the line at limited casino
gambling."
Brian Lehman, an American
Gaming
Association
spokesman, said governors in
many other states across the
country have signed similar
proclamations.
Iowa
and
Missouri were among the other
states with similar prochuna
tions marking the week.
More than 1(X) commercial
casinos across the country were
participating. Lehman said.
Some of the efforts included
educating casino employees
about problems associated with
casino gambling, and signs of
how to spot someone who may
have an addiction. Lehman said.
-It's an important issue for
the industry," Lehman said.
Fletcher had long said he
personally opposed casino gambling but would not stand in the
way of a proposed constitutional amendment to set casinos in
motion in Kentucky.
But after winning the
Republican pnmary in May, he
said he would fight efforts to
put the issue on the ballot,
adding that casino gambling
would "not happen on my

!
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From Front
he went to the manna luesday
to take a look at the situation
"I went down there last night
and the did allow me to-gia
down and check on my boat.Hurkeen said "They don't want
boats going into the harbor
there or anything and the harbor
patrol had it blocked off, but
they let me go down and cheek
on my boat and then I had to
leave
Burkeen said he did raa per-

sonally know anyone whose
host was affected by the blaze.
According to an Associated
Press report this morning, state
investigators say it could take
some time to determine the
cause of an apparent blast that
caused the fire A loud "pop% as reportedly heard Just before
the blaie
The Kentucky State Fire
Marshall's
we is investigating the incident
The body of the victim found
dead was so badly burned that

Auto • Home* • Business' • Long Term Care
Farm• • Life • IRA • BlueCross BlueShield

753-4703
kfbmurray.com

the gender could not be determined. according to Marshall
County Coroner Mitchell Lee.
Details of the investigation will
be announced following completion of an autopsy.
Another person was treated
for burns and two for heat
exhaustion, according to the
report. A bystander also collapsed in the heat and was taken
to Marshall County Hospital for
evaluation and
was also
released.
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KentuckylnBrief
Judge rules against planned $2.5
billion Peabody power plant

Wednesday, August 8, 2007 • 3A

Record temps sweep across state

By BRETT BARROUIDUERE
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — Perry
FRANKFORT Ky.(APi
A judge has dealt a setback to plans
Thomas has spent the preseason teaching his
tor a coal-burning power plant planned near Mammoth Cave.
Franklin Circuit Judge Thomas Wingate ruled that the state made football players more than just plays and
numerous mistakes in granting a permit for Peabody Energy's $2.5 formations.
Thomas, the head coach at Tilghman
billion Thoroughbred plant in Muhlenberg County. He sent the permit back to the Kentucky Environmental and Public Protection High School in Paducah, has spent time like
other coaches around the state telling playCabinet for reconsideration.
The plant was proposed in 2001 and has been held up for years ers about staying hydrated, along with getting rest and proper nutrition between pracby appeals.
"We would like to think this will bring this project to an end, but tices.
'This week's been pretty brutal," said
I hesitate to speculate," said Hank Graddy, a Midway attorney who
Jerry Wyman, athletics director for the
represented the Sierra Club in challenging the permit.
Peabody spokeswoman Beth Sutton said the company has been Jefferson County Public Schools in
moving ahead with another plant in Illinois while the Thoroughbred Louisville.
Those are some of the accommodations
plant was being challenged. —
Thomas and others are making for the
record-setting heat gripping Kentucky and
much of the central part of the country. The
heat has people across the state making concessions, from preparing for home football
PEORIA, Ill. (AP) — Bradley University on Tuesday introduced games to opening homeless shelters.
the top administrator at Eastern Kentucky as the first female presiThe National Weather Service in
dent of the 110-year-old Peoria school.
Louisville predicted temperatures at or near
Joanne Glasser, 56, becomes the 10th president of the 6,100-stu- 100 degrees for the balance of the week,
dent university, succeeding David Broski.
after both Louisville and Lexington tied
1:11 Broski. who retired in June, earned more than records for warm low temperatures Tuesday
$37,000 in salary and benefits during the 2004- morning. The heat has been so extreme,
2005 school year, about $127,000 more than the Kentucky's two largest utilities could set an
median for similar institutions. Gerald Shaheen, all-time record for the number of megawatts
chairman of Bradley's board of trustees, declined of electricity used in a day, said Chip
to reveal Glasser's salary, calling that private.
Keeling, a spokesman for E.On U.S., the
"I'm so honored and so humbled," Glasser told parent company of LG&E and Kentucky
The Associated Press in a telephone interview Utilities.
Tuesday, after 16,000-student Eastern Kentucky in
The current record of 6,863 megawatts
Richmond, Ky., publicly announced she had was set on Aug. 3, 2006. Unlike the temperresigned there after six years at its helm. "Peoria is ature, that record may go down. Keeling
Glasser
just awesome. I couldn't be happier."
said.
Shaheen said Glasser, tapped by a I2-member search conunittee,
Because of the heat, the utilities have
from a field of 60 applicants nationwide, fit the school's quest for stopped disconnecting customers for non
"an individual of the highest character — a gifted administrator, payment and have been sending out energy
skilled communicator and passionate advocate for students and faculty."
Alluding to the school's founding by Lydia Moss Bradley,
Shaheen added that Glasser had that "stature, vision and dedication
that would have made Mrs. Bradley proud."

Bradley University taps Joanne
Glasser as first female president

saving tips and ways to deal with the high
temperatures, Keeling said.
"It looks like a prolonged heat wave,"
Keeling said.
The extended heat wave has homeless
shelters opening longer.
At the Hope Center in Lexington, the
homeless are being allowed to stay at the
shelter during the day instead of being sent
out at 8 a.m., said Audra Meighan, a spokeswoman for the center. But, despite the heat,
the number of people Liking shelter hasn't
dramatically risen during the day, Meighan
said.
-They're a little more willing to accept
the heat than the cold," Meighan said.
High school football„teams preparing for
the first games in the coming weeks are
allowed to accept only so much heat.
Coaches must follow rules set out by the
Kentucky High School Athletic Association.
Those rules require 10 minute breaks every
half hour if the heat index jumps above 95
degrees and all outdoor activities to stop if
the heat index rises above 104 degrees.
Those rules apply to all sports, but have
mainly affected football teams, who are
going through their final preseason practices
this week. For Fayette County Schools
Superintendent Stu Silberman, it's a no
brainer.
"We'd rather practice later, practice
inside or cancel practice than ever take a
chance with one of our kids getting hurt,"
Silberman said.
Last July, Ryan Owens, a 16-year-old
football player at Henderson High School,
collapsed and died after a hot practice. A
medical examiner's report concluded
Owens suffered from a rare heart defect that
had been exacerbated by the heat.
Instead of using water breaks as a

AP
Jamie Guffey, of Smiths Grove, Ky.,
downs a bottle of water Monday after
mowing a yard in the heat.
of the afternoon.
reward, coaches now work in more breaks
than they did in previous years, Wyman
said.
-They're smarter than they used to be,
when water breaks weren't part of practice,"
Wyman said.
Thomas, from Tilghman, is not only giving his players water breaks, he's also working on educating parents.
"We also talk a great deal with the parents on hydration between practices,"
Thomas said.

Beshear offers health proposal

Woman,son killed in paving accident
MANITOU. Ky. (AP) — A western Kentucky mother and son
were killed when a truck towing paving equipment rolled out of control through their front yard, state police said.
The truck struck Christy Caraway, 25, and her two children, 10month old Landon Caraway and 4-year-old Alexis Caraway, who
live in the Manitou community of Hopkins County, police said. The
girl was treated and released at a hospital after Monday's accident.
"We believe the mother and son were in the swing, and the
daughter was playing on the ground," said KSP spokesman Stu
Recke.
Police said Mitchell Sanders, 43, of. Nortonville was paving a
driveway across the street. Sanders, an 4?ployee of Crick Paving
Co., was using a Ford F-350 truck to pill a trailer with a tractor,
police said. He had parked the truck and was attempting to off-load
the tractor from the trailer when the truck began to roll forward,
police said. Harry Crick, owner of Crick Paving, said Sanders was
on the tractor at the time the truck rolled and did everything he could
to stop the vehicle and warn the neighbors.

BELLEVUE, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial nominee Steve Beshear said Tuesday
that his health care plan —
offering assistance to young and
old Kentuckians — is affordable
without expanded gambling but
would be put into place "faster
and go farther" with the backing
of revenues from limited casino
gaming.
Beshear, who is challenging
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher
in the Nov. 6 election, outlined
his plan to try to expand insurance coverage and curb health
costs after touring a health-care
facility in this city just across
the Ohio River from Cincinnati.

The Democrat said he wants
to start by
extending coverage
to
Kentucky's
81,000 uninsured children
through
Medicaid or the
K entucky
Children's
H ealth
Beshear
Insurance
Program, and by filling the gap
in the Medicare prescription
drug program for older
Kentuckians. Beshear's plan

would cover 75 percent of outof-pocket prescription costs not
covered by Medicare for recipients with incomes up to $20,000
or couples with incomes up to
$27,000.
Beshear's campaign estimated that the first-year costs of his
plan would total $70.5 million
to $99.5 million — which
includes those two proposals
plus expansion of a voluntary
home visitation program to promote healthy pregnancies and
healthy youngsters. The campaign didn't provide total costs
in later years.

Beshear said he could pay for
the plan by stimulating economic growth, thereby increasing
state tax revenues, and by ridding state government of inefficiencies, which he estimates
could reap up to $180 million a
year in extra revenue.
"We will be able to implement it faster and go farther if
we're also able to get new tax
revenue from expanded gaming," said Beshear, who supports legalizing limited casino
gambling in Kentucky.
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Goody's
Cato's
Maurices
DK Kelley
The Health Food/Peach Blossom
Pier 1
The Kneaded Touch
Reflections Hair Salon
Neon Beach
Merle Norman
Vintage Rose
Flowers by Whitney
Massage Therapy/Martha Hodge
Video Gold
The Cake Lady
The Cutting Edge
Head 2 Toe Hair Salon
Taylor Dental
Hairport Hair Salon
Ezell's Beauty School
Blades Salon

Angie's Artist Image
Hair Master
The Mane Event
Sirloin Stockade
Integra Bank/Cadiz
The Wild Rose Salon
Wallpaperfor Less
Furnish Yourself
The Essential Day Spa
Mary Kay Distributors
Kathy Miller
Jim's Auto Repair
Discount Christian Book Store
Illusion's Salon
The Crew
Rightway Nursery
Doris Hair Salon
Attitudes Salon
Allison Photography
The Personal Touch

Maybe they're trying to tell you something.

1

If your television, telephone or computer could talk, they'd
ask you to switch to NessiWave Communications With a
great channel line-up, high-speed internet and now
digital telephone with unlimited local and long distance,
it's no surprise that people are making the switch to
NewWave Communications
Best of all well take the hassle out of switching with our No
Hassle Switching Guarantee Just give us a call and
well take care of the rest. With all-locol support, all-wecrther
reliability and the services you want, at NewWave
Communications, the Switch is On

Get All 3 Services
—for just —

$79?-1*
far I roe

• 6 Meg High-Speed Internet
• local & Long-Distance
Digital Telephone
• Over 70 Channels

Coll 1-11$8-SNIEVIWAVE or visit us at
nowwavocorn.corn and get connected

The Switch is (l)n.
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IN OUR OPINION

Dems learn to Caution: School's back in session
compromise
confront
With Murray schools already in and wait while a school bus is
session and Calloway County start- stopped to pick up or drop off
ing today, it's good to review some children and has the stop sign arm
safety tips to keep youngsters out and lights activated.
-of harrnf-s---way,-----especially when IL- Parents are also encouraged to
talk to their children about school
comes to cars and buses.
It may be a no-brainer for driv- bus safety, especially when it comes
ers to be extra cautious anytime to getting on or getting off a bus.
a school bus is around, but unfor- Rules, provided by KSP, include:
For Rep. Nancy Pelqgii
—While waiting for a school
who took officein Jahuary as tunately some drivers failed that
subject.
bus, stay away from traffic and
the first female speaker of
the Hou.se, governing has
In Kentucky last year, there were avoid behavior that can lead to caremeant trying to satisfy seem1,443 accidents involving buses and lessness.
irrecamtalabia- stemanda- _—
resulted-1iv19tintuttes and- three - —As the school bus approachof her Democratic caucus.
deaths, according to information es, line up away from the roadIraq has been an overriding challenge ---- forging
provided by the Kentucky State way. Do not attempt to get close
agreement between liberals
Police. Since 1994, 1,479 people have to the bus until it has stopped
who want the war to end
been killed in this country in school and the door opens.
quickly and moderates fearful
crashes.
—If, getting off the bus, a child
transportation-related
of tying the hands of the
has
to cross the street in front of
Since
school
is
starting
again
for
commander in chief.
the new year, local law enforce- the bus, he or she should walk at
Even in the -final hectic
pee.vacation rush. Democrats
ment is urging motorists to be least 10 feet ahead along the side
vacillated between permitting
careful with a basic message of of the road, until the child can
a vote on legislation to
"stop, slow down and look for turn around and see the driver.
require the Pentagon to prochildren."
—And make sure that the drivduce A troop redeployment
plan. Many liberals opposed
It is law that on a two- or three- er can see you, too. The child should
the bipartisan measure as
lane road that a vehicle approach- wait for a signal from the driver
toothless: and ultimately it *ing-Ileirfr any direction must Mop-- -before beginning to cross. Then
•

_

•

By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
In seven tumuhuous months
" in power. congressional
Deinticrai s have teamed-to-compromise with President
Bush as WCII as confront
fun)
The first muumum wage
increase in a decade and
expanded power to casesdrop
are early fruit of the Congress that convened in ii1/11.1ary. So are the historic clash
user the Iraq war and a veto
on stein cell research.
•'We've done a lot of
heas y lifting.... Senate Manin•
ty leader Harry Reid of
Nesada said last week as
.tforwess lumbered toward Oa
month-long %unman. sacatatm.
was shelved at least until
Across the Capitol, House
Democrats Meted evidence
The farm hill was another
that: they had already accomrecent challenge. No sooner
plished more of their early
had Pelosi announced support
agenda than Republicans eser
tor reform 'of crop payment
did with them s.insersatise
programs than farm • state lawContract With Amenca
makers, many ad them from
With presidential veto
political swing districts, comthreats in place on major
plained.
hills ranging from farm subs'
She satisfied them by
dies and children's health, to
energy and troop *Mid:anal.. agreeing to increase money
for the programs they favor.
Republisans argue that
lkinocrats hase less to show
But that, in turn, drew criticism from urban lawmakers.
tor their efforts than it
appears.
They demanded
and got
• More money for nutrition
-The president has signed
programs, as well as more
sinually nothing because virthan $100 million to settle
tually nothing has gotten 1,0
his desk.- said Rep Roy
discnmination claims by black
Canners against the AgriculBlunt it Missouri, secondruntung Hama Republican.
(um Dagiimaiant.
-More needs to be done,
He said a high percentage
of hills passed to date were
hut we have gone in the
nght direction for change"
/1/1:J•WC• to 11410C post offices
Pelosi said in a speech on
after prominent people
-15
the legislation. a summation
by last count
In the LUITC111 era of dont- she could easily have applied
to Iraq. energy and other
ed gosernment. Bush does
issues
the signing in' the rejecting.
The farm NH passed. 231confident so tar that despite
191, on a near party-line vote
his poor alipoisal ratings he
--- and drew one of Bush's
has enough Republican support to asood .1 sent oserrsde. veto threats.
So, too, the energy hill.
It's far front tidy. and not
Confronted with one group
likely to get any prettier in
favoring higher auto CMIsslOn
St-member. with the president
standards, and assailer
and Congress both pointing
opposed. Pekin punted The
toward a spending showdown
hill is silent tat the issue
as well as a resumption of
leasing the nutter to he setthen struggle user Iraq
tled in negotiations with the
Ikalings with Bush and
Senate in the tall
Pt-V(1W.Xis aside. Democrats
'the Democrats inaneuserbase also had to adjust to
mg fl10111 is narrower in the
life in the majority. That has
Senate. a nominal sl-to
meant compromising among
adsantage that leases Reid tar
themselses
-1% hat we are here to do
short of the no sows needed
to &chance an agenda past
is I.. is.1,11C111... kiwi:raw
Republ an.
RCP Haul. Johnson. A first.
Bs GOP count. Reid has
term Georgian. said last
formally tried 44 times so tar
spring as he clesaded to stilt
to cut off debate on legislalot a .1...set-paced Iraq troop
tion, an extraordinarily high
withdrawal timetable that he
number.
prclerrecl
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the child can walk across the road,
but should also an eye out for
sudden traffic changes.
—A child should NOT cross
the center line of the road until
the driver has signaled that it is
safe to proceed.
—Children should keep away
from the bus' rear wheels at all
times.
—Children should always stop
at the curb and look left, right,
and then left again before crossing a street or roadway. They
should continue looking in this
manner until they are safely across.
—If a student's vision is blocked
by a parked car or other obstacle, they should move out to
where drivers can see them and
they can see other vehicles ...
then stop, and look left-right-left
again.
Motorists, parents and children
alike should use caution when on
or near the road in hopes of making the 2007-08 school year a safe
one.
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An odd shelf of books
The summer is all hut over, and I
am trying to think what we have
accomplished during these hot. dry.
months of June. July and August. Wes•
ley and Centime Jo have enjoyed a
few weeks --- fewer and fewer weeks
each year it seems --di frorn-SiChool.
and Evelyn and I have savored more
time spcnt with them and with each
other.
Around the house, we have trimmed
the isy. consistently mowed the yard.
and weed-cated the borders We made a
decision not to water the grass. and the
drought has done its work For the first
time all SUMMCIr. I waited two weeks
m mow instead of one, there was just
no need
At the beginning it the summer, we
accomplished something ot lasting
value We unloaded a large painted
hoot shelf from the garage, laid it on
as side, and sawed oft die top four
inches before re nailing the top board
hack on Seceral !,ears ago we had
gone through the same exercise with a
twin shelf
These are large shelves: 7-fool4 tall
after the sawing operation and 4-foot
wide with seven chcices each Each
shelf will house almost 400 books. We
needed to cut oft a less inches off the
lop in order 101 the 1hCRe• ill fit in
our family room Stacks of hooks had
multiplied around the house, and no
space for them So we had to haul in
yet another shelf
These art- nice shelves. Dr Ray
Moore. a retired professor in Murray.
State's College of Edusation and a fine
craftsman, had built the shelses for our
hun:h library
hen a new library.
.omplete with new shels mg. was
inducted in the plans for an addition to
4lif church building, the old shelses
were no longer needed We bought two
ot the old shelves to supplement ten
equally sturdy shelves that we had putbased ussn after % el% n and I married

from the old public
library. in Dixon, Ky.
Those 10 old public
library shelves, along
with several built-in
shelves and an odd
assortment of smaller.
moveable shelves, no
longer accommodated
our ever-growing collection of books.
Hope and
We needed help.
Away
Evelyn's mother
By James
always said that we
Duane Bolin
were book poor. hut
Leger & Times now the books- threatColumnist
ened to take over
hallways. bedroom
.,rners, and almost every table top in
the hotp.c
So we brought in Dr. Moores shelf
from the garage. positioned it next to
its twin opposite the fireplace in the
family room, and without moving a
hook from an already existing shelf.
loving!) filled all but one row. We all
worked to mos e the stray books from
the floors and table tops from moms
all over the house. This was a very
fulfilling adventure.
I noticed, though. when re-positioning the hooks, that several of them.
rather than being novels or history
hooks, were -- now this is scary —
hooks about books, books about the
reading. writing, and collecting of
hooks
One of these books was Anne Fadiman's "Ex Libras: Confessions of a
Common Reader" Fadiman. the daughter of Clifton Fadiman, the writer and
intellectual who served as chief editor
at Simon & Schuster and then as the
hook review editor of the New Yorker,
confessed that "I have never been able
to resist a hook about hooks " I am
afraid that I am suffering from the.
same condition, for I have a growing
aJd shelf of hooks about books

Fadiman maintains that everyone
should keep an odd shelf of books
devoted to the quirks and unique fancy
of the book owner. George Orwell, for
example, held "a collection of bound
sets of ladies' magazines from the
If160s." Vice Admiral 1.7.MCN Stockdale
"brought to Vietnam the complete
works of Epitectus, whose Stoic philosophy was to sustain him through eight
years as a prisoner of war."
In addition to all of her own books
about books. Anne Fadiman keeps an
"odd shelf" of some sixty-four books
about polar exploration.
Fadiman has books about Captain
Lawrence Edward Grace Oates, a
courageous explorer who brought with
him on an expedition to Antarctica "all
five volumes of Charles James Napier's
"Peninsular War," an epic study of the
Napoleonic campaigns in lbena." Oates
was described by a fellow explorer as
"a gentleman. quite a gentleman„ and
always a gentleman "
According to Fadiman. when Oates
arrived at the South Pole on March 17,
1912, and when he realized -that his
frostbitten and gangrenous feet were
handicapping the rest of the party. Ihel
uttered the most famous and gallant
words in the history of polar exploration:
AM Ns( going outside and
may be some time.' Then he stumbled
out of the tent into a blizzard, never to
he seen again. It was his thirty-second
birthday."
I don't know what happened to
Oates' "odd shelf of books" on the
Napoleonic campaigns in Iberia. but I
do know that I can find my own "odd
shelf"' of books about books on one of
Dr Moore's beautifully crafted book
shelves on the west wall of our family
room
Duane Balm teaches us Murray
State a istory department and may be
reached at duane holm tit orturrcn•rtate edu

ci
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Obituaries
James Preston Stubblefield
James (Jim) Preston Stubblefield, 96, Medford,
Ore., died Aug. 2, 2007. His death was from pneumonia.
Born May 26, 1911, at his home near New
Concord, Ky., he was the fifth of nine children of
Ora Bucy Stubblefield and Preston Edward
Stubblefield. His early years were focused on
school, a 3-mile walk each way, as well as the
usual farm chores. He completed the 10th grade
before leaving school to work full time on the family farm. At the age of 22 he left the farm and
Stubblefield
joined the road maintenance department in his
native Calloway County.
Moving to Detroit, Mich.. in 1937, he landed a position at the
Ford Motor Company in the electrical department. This led to his
acceptance into the Henry Ford Trade School, where he graduated
as a licensed electrician in 1941. After II years at Ford, he left to
pursue a career as an electrician wiring new homes and schools. He
continued in this work until he retired in 1974.
He and his wife left Michigan and moved to Holiday. Fla., in
1974. Mr. Stubblefield continued work in retirement when he volunteered for more than 15 years at Trinity Baptist Church in
Clearwater, Fla., to maintain the church bus fleet. He also collected
newspapers for recycling to financially support the church's Super
Sixties Club.
He and his wife, the former Marjorie Humphries, were married
in 1940. They had been married for 57 years when she died in 1997.
During their final years, he was the at-home caregiver for both his
wife and earlier for his mother-in-law. In early 2002, Mr.
Stubblefield moved to Medford to be closer to his family.
From his early days at Cherry Corner Church in Calloway
County, through many years at Highland Park Baptist and Calvary
Baptist Church in Detroit, to Trinity Baptist in Clearwater and
Living Word Church in New Port Richey, Ha.. to First Baptist of
Medford, he was always active.
Survivors include one son, Dan Stubblefield and wife, Vivian, of
Ashland, Ore.; one grandson, Marc Stubblefield and wife, Shannon,
Chicago. Ill.; several nieces, including Wanda Willoughby, Murray,
Ky., and a nephew, Gary Smotherman, Murray.
The funeral will be held today (Wednesday) in the chapel of
Dobies Funeral Home, New Port Richey, Fla., with burial to follow
in the Sylvan Abbey Cemetery, Clearwater, Fla.
Donations may be made to Love A Child, a Christian non-profit
charity helping children in Haiti, at Love A Child, Inc., P.Q. Box
11000, Naples, Fla., 34101-1000.

James H. Herndon
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Challenger's replacement to go
By MARCIA DUNN
will be represented. June Scobee
AP Aerospace Writer
Rodgers, whose husband was
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
Challenger's commander, will
(AP)- More than half of the
attend on behalf of the
teachers who competed with
Challenger Center for Space
Christa McAuliffe to fly in the
Science Education, which she
doomed
space
shuttle
helped to establish following the
Challenger two decades ago
1986 accident.
were to watch Wednesday as
Morgan, 55, a former Idaho
Endeavour lifted off with
elementary school teacher who's
NASA's first educator-astronaut
spent nearly the past decade in
aboard.
astronaut training, will operate
Former
schoolteacher
Endeavour's robot arm and
Barbara Morgan, who was
oversee the transfer of cargo
McAuliffe's backup, will be
from the shuttle into the station.
seated on the lower deck in the
Those are her main jobs, given
middle,
exactly
where
all the station construction work
McAuliffe sat 21 years ago.
and repairs that need to be done
"I think the great thing about
on this mission.
AP
it is that people will be thinking Space shuttle Endeavour
But she'll make time to speak
about Challenger and thinking mission
specialist Barbara with schoolchildren from orbit.
about all the hard work lots of
Morgan smiles as she is Six hours have been set aside
folks over many years have done
exclusively for education. She's
introduced
at a press conferto continue their mission,"
also taking up (0 million basil
ence at the Kennedy Space seeds that will be
Morgan said last month.
distributed to
Endeavour, the space shuttle Center in Cape Canaveral, teachers and schoolchildren to
that was built to replace the Fla., in this July file photo. grow in space-style chambers.
Challenger, was to blast off Seven
astronauts
are
NASA hopes - Morgan's this•
Wednesday evening on a two- assigned to Wednesday's sion will inspire youngsters to
week trip to the international planned
launch
of ,pursue science, math and engispace station.
Endeavour, but the spotlight neering careers.
Seven astronauts are assigned
"Our call to action at NASA
is on Morgan, who was
to the mission, including a
is to encourage the next generaChrista
McAuliffe's
backup
Canadian doctor, a chemist who
tion of explorers," said Joyce
knows sign language and is a for Challenger's doomed mis- Leavitt Winterton, NASA's
former competitive sprinter and sion in 1986.
assistant administrator .for edulong jumper, and a commander who were chosen in 2004.
cation. She called space "the
whose identical twin brother is
They'll be joined by many of ultimate classroom" on Tuesday
also a shuttle pilot.
the participants from an educa- and said McAuliffe would be on
But the spotlight is on tion conference that centered on her mind - and many educaMorgan.
Morgan's flight. The conference tors' minds - throughout the
First lady Laura Bush called in nearby Orlando concluded mission.
Morgan on Tuesday and con- Tuesday, Endeavour's original
- Morgan sees her role in the
gratulated her from one school- liftoff date, but most of the about_ _flight as a continuation, rather
teacher to another. She told her 400 attendees are expected to than-- a
Cainpletion,
of
teachers and students will be stay for the launch. The one-day McAuliffe's unfinished work
watching her mission with pride. delay was caused by a leak in and snuffed-out dream. And she
On hand at Kennedy Space the shuttle crew cabin that need- sees this mission, in particular,
Center will be more than half the ed to be plugged.
as a tribute to the Challenger
114 Teacher-in-Space nominees
The families of the lost crew.
from 1985 and two of NASA's Challenger astronauts also were
McAuliffe and six others
three other teacher-astronauts invited for liftoff. At least one were killed Jan. 28, 1986, when

The funeral br James H. Herndon will be today (Wednesday) at
1 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Murray, with Bro. John
Dale officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Herndon. Max Herndon, Doyle Farris.
Matthew Farris. Glen Koerker and Garvin Phillips. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the church. Woodard Funeral Home,
Westmoreland, Tenn., is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pearlington
Mississippi Mission Fund, do Hartsville Pike Church of Christ,
By PAUL FOY
drilling continued on the surface
Gallatin. Tenn.
Tuesday.
Mr. Herndon, 77, Gallatin, formerly of Murray, died Mondaj. Associated Press Wnter
HUNTINGTON. Utah (AP)
Two holes were being bored
Aug. 6. 2007.
- Dangerous conditions that vertically in an attempt to get air
He was a member of Hartsville Pike Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Juanita Phillips Herndon; forced rescuers to halt attempts and food to the miners and to
his parents, Ray Herndon and Bertha Knight Herndon; and one to reach six trapped miners will communicate with them, said
prevent crews from reaching the Richard Stickler, head of the fedbrother, Richard Herndon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Gail Faais and husband, men for at least a week, a mining eral Mine Safety and Health
Administration.
Doyle. Gallatin; two sisters, Mrs. Eva Orr and Mrs. Mary Wells, executive said.
Seismic activity "wiped out"
The holes are small -one is
both of Murray; two brothers, Max Herndon, Murray, and Bobby
Herndon, Louisville; two grandchildren. Matthew and Lindsey all progress rescuers had made in 2 1/2 inches in diameter and the
clearing rubble that has trapped other less than 9 inches - but
Farris,
the miners since Monday, said Murray said they should bring
mining company executive information about the status of
Ian Garret Minter-Banister
Robert E. Murray, chairman of the miners in the next few days.
Ian Garret Minter-Banister, infant son, Symsonia
Benton, died Monday. Aug. 6, 2007, at 2:07 a.m. at .lar'n Murray Energy Corp., owner of If the miners are. alive, he said.
the Crandall Canyon mine.
they could survive on available
Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
"We are back to square one. air "for perhaps weelcs."
Survivors include his mother, Maranda Minter, and his father,
The government's chief mine
Randy Banister. Benton: three brothers, Logan Cox. Benton, and undergiound," he said, adding
Dillon Hupp and Tyler Pugh, both of Louisville; two sisters, Jacelyn that the rescue operation would inspector Was more cautious.
no
earlier
"We're hoping there's air
than
Minter, Benton. and Kaylee Banister, Louisville; grandparents, resume
down there. We have no way of
Dennis Minter, Benton, Shen Haney and husband, Gary, Paducah, Wednesday afternoon.
Though rescue crews with- knowing that." said MSHA's Al
Randy Wright and Sundee Druin and husband, Donny, all of
Louisville; great-grandparents. Jean Stringer, Mayfield. and Virgil drew from inside the mine, Davis.
and Bernice Minter, Benton; one aunt, Julie Robertson, Murray.
A graveside service will be today (Wednesday) at 2 p.m. at
Wallace Cemetery. Benton. Rev. Jeff Cox and Rev. Rick Minter will
officiate.
Visitation will be after I p.m. today at the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton
of Calloway and Marshall Counties is conducting a
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Ronald McDonald
House Chanties, One Kroc Drive, Oak Brook, Ill., 60523.
Fund Raising Drive by Telephone.

Challenger exploded barely
minute after liftoff. Morgan was
watching from the press site,
just three miles from the launch
pad.
She eventually returned to
her teaching job in McCall.
Idaho, but continued to speak
publicly on NASA's behalf. In
1998, Morgan was presented as
NASA's first educator-astronaut.
a teacher who would train to fly
in space as a full-fledged astronaut rather than simply a guest
teacher.
On Feb. 1,2003, Morgan was
in NASA's shuttle training aircraft flying over the landing
strip, with the chief astronaut at
the controls. They were awaiting
the arrival of Columbia. which
was supposed to carry Morgan
into orbit that fall.
Again, tragedy struck and
Morgan was confronted with
another lengthy wait.
-That's what defines teachers
is perseverance and patience."
she explained, patiently, when
asked by yet another reporter
about her two decades of sticking by NASA.
Since she was named
McAuliffe's backup in 1985.
Morgan and her author husband.
Clay Morgan, have had two
sons. She said all three have
supported her dedication to
NASA and share her belief in
the space program.
She's said repeatedly she
doesn't expect to be afraid on
launch day, just really, really
alert.
Crewmate Tracy Caldwell
plans to "squeeze the life out of
her" when they reach orbit.
Alvin Drew, who will be seated
next to Morgan, will offer highfives all around.
As for Morgan, she expects
to let loose a loud "Woo-boo!"

Rescue operations delay reaching miners

The
Fraternal Order of Police Lodge #23

Passenger smuggles
monkey under hat
NEW YORK (AP)- A man smuggled a monkey onto an airplane Tuesday. stashing the furry fist-size primate under his hat until
passengers spatted it perched on his ponytail, an airline official said.
The monkey escapade began in Lima. Peru, late Monday. when
the man boarded a flight to Fort Lauderdale. Fla., said Spirit Airlines
spokeswoman Alison Russell. After landing Tuesday morning, the
man waited several hours before catching a connecting flight to
LaGuardia Airport.
During the flight, people around the man noticed that the marmoset, which normally lives in forests and eats fruit and insects, had
emerged from underneath his hat. Russell said.
"Other passengers asked the man if he knew he had a monkey on
him," she said.
The monkey spent the remainder of the flight in -the man's seat
and behaved well, said Russell. who didn't know how it skirted customs and security.
Airport police were waiting for the man and his monkey when the
plane landed about 3 p.m.. and the man was taken away for questioning. It was unclear whether he would face any criminal charges.
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The six miners were believed
to be 1,5(X) feet underground
when the mine collapsed. It is
located in a remote winding
canyon 140 miles south of Salt
Lake City.
Despite the frustrated rescue
effort, residents of the mining
region tried to remain optimistic.
About 35 people, including
several miners, assembled
Tuesday evening.at a Spanishlanguage Mass in a humble
church outside Huntington.
"We come together to pray
for our brothers, who are
trapped. We ask God to send his
sprit upon them." said the Rev.
Donald Hope, who oversees the
Mission San Rafael Catholic
Church.
Meanwhile, a dispute flared
over what factors might have
been involved in the collapse.

Murray lashed out at news
media for suggesting his men
were conducting "retreat mining." in which miners pull down
the last standing pillars of coal
and let the roof fall in.
"This was caused by an
earthquake, not something that
Murray Energy ... did or our
employees did or our management did," he said. "It was a natural disaster. An earthquake.
And I'm going to prove it to
you."
Government seismologists
say the seismic event recorded
by instruments around the time
of the collapse appeared to be
the cave-in itself, not an earthquake.
Murray insists the damage in
the mine is totally unrelated to
retreat mining.

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
,,,,..... 3. Beautiful custom bedding.
1.....
4. Custom upholstery wait s ewn clone,,,,,use'
5. interior design services designed to fit your budget ,e6sne he,
From desegn to fabncation to prolessronal roster:non, your work 15 done
in house by our froencfly staff

Coate check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself!

408 S. 12th St. • 753-8361

1° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Donations will be u,,ccl for:
the Shop with a Cop Program,
Youth Sports Leagues, Project Graduations.
and Various other Community Assistance Programs.

Thank you for Your Support!

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray

Investments Since 1854
Dos Jones Ind. 4v,,.,,.13509.6 + 853
Air Products
+ 034

Intel ..,..,,,,......,...1437+0.24
Kroger

25.85 • 0.40

AT&T. Inc.

Mattel

23.05 • 0.30

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist

• 0.26

BB&T

40.62 + 0.81

... 50.41 + 0.60

ttnggs & Stratton

+ 2.14

Merck .....

Rasta Myers Squibb

+1.29

Microsoft

aterpillar

- 0.16

(les ron Texaco

+ 0.95

Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods

Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

III

Exxon-Mohil
Ford Motor
:terra! Electric
General

• 0.09
28.2.5 + 0.15
86.44•0.74
-846 + 0.16
+ 0.20
+ 010

GlasisSmitakline ADR -.33.91 + 1.43
I:oodnch....,,,,.,.,._,,,,_.,, 63.09+0.34
Imodyear
HopFed Bank'

_,,,.,2S.5e + 0.27
8 15.68 A

........

Penney

+ 0.05

- 035

Pease°,

..........._Ø.$I a 0.65

Pfaff Inc

24.28 + 0.22

Regions Financial ..-...--31.86 + 0.78
Schering-Plough ........
Sean

Holdint Corp

Time Warner

23.91 + 0.05
135.26 + 2.21
+ 0.24

1:5 Bancorp

.31.65 + 0.41

UST

.53.68 « 0.05

ViellPoint Inc

+ 0.01

Wal-Mart

+ 0.03

............

(KM

me today 0nd find out how rrol value odds up.

Patricia Klapper RN.Rearing Aid Specialist

Dia* WM*
201 N SI* St. Plurrar
(220) 755-8485
C14441111404.411m-Insurance con,

A\Physician's Hearing Center

Nationwide
On Your Side
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Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
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Window at Angels Attic decorated
with items donated by the people

7Inniversaly

Jan Basile of Angels Attic Thrift Shop,
9'72 Chestnut St., calls to our attention of
how the windows at the attic are decorated each month with contributions donated

ir

for sale for the attic. The theme for the
this month is -Under The Sea."
Basile said -Every month the volunteers
are able to put together new window displays out of the donations we receive at
the back door." She added, -I believe that
many of our donors have never come through
Jo's
Datebook the front door and therefore have never
seen the great window displays that donaBy Jo Burkeen
tions make possible. Some of the 'treasCommunity
ures' make it into our windows each month."
Editor
Funds from the Attic go toward the
funding of the Angels Community Clink at 1005 Poplar
window

Si,, Murray.

Glary Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be Liberty Boys Quartet and Jeff Prater. There is no
admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory bound(rt hotmail.com

Meeting at Lassiter Cemetery
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell in 1957

Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell in 2007

Mr and Mrs William Mitt hell ot 10() and the late James Wm of Hillsboro,
South 13th Si . Murray. will he married ohm She had been all elementary school
fin 50 years on Aug II.21107
tearher--m titnei- and Kentucky-and retired
The couple was Married 011 that date as ihrec101 of, volunteer WI.% Ices for Davies'.
in 1957 at tiro Presbyterian Church. (
lospital. I )wenshoro
Mr Mitchell is the son of the late
Georgetown Res 11
Brandenburg ottr
Robert and Aquilla Mitchell of GeorgeTheir witnesses NM klybenJ hrallk1111. town A teacher and football cinadt with
.sister of the groom. and Roger Pa k.
in high school and 20 sears in
friend of the groom
,ollege. he retired as football coach at
Mrs Mitchell. the former M.11Satill Calloway County High School.
Wilt. Is the daughter of Mrs Minnie
they have three daughters. Mrs Tami
it

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

Scholarship established at Murray State
University for Butler County students
Murrai State I fil% Z;tsItS is
proud to announce the Gregor y Blake Ilene, and Pamela Ciao'
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Bunn and husband. Ronnie, Owensboro,
Mrs Ranch Incardona and husband. Tony,
Bradenton. +1a.. and Mrs. Elisabeth Kijy
ickas and husband. Dan. of Chandler,
Ariz.; and seven grandchildren. Lynsie
and Briton Bunn. Anthony. Kelsey and
Quinn lncardona, and Will and Hannah
Krtvickas.
The entire family met for a week's
celebration at Green Turtle Bay. Grand
Rivers. and for a special dinner at Patti's,
Grand Rivers.

lic ,artul

Flener Memorial Scholarship.
established through generous
vitt, of their lather. James B.
I
tier of Arlington. MIAS. forof Butler County." Ky.
the si, holarship Was established
tor tull-time MSU undergraduate and gtissisuise students from
Butler County
Gregory and Pamela Flener
both passed jw,a as infants
lf0111 a myotoma congenita. 4
tare
scailar affliction. in the
1950. As a memorial to their
toes and in support of higher educatiiin. Ilener anticipates
this scholarship to be helpful
to Butler County students
attending or planning to attend
%1St
leiter received his MB A
with an emphasis in finance
from MSC in 1977. tailing
his undergraduate &glee in
technical education from the
University of Southern Missy,
atppi in 1974 He served nearly 22 sears in the U.S Au
Torce and two years in the
Kentucky Air National Guard
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New recipe
book planned
Recipes of former or current members of Memorial Baptist Church are asked to submit them to Joe Dale or Valerie
Curd, Ray Ann Butterworth,ot
Glenda Wilson for the 75th
anniversary cookbook of the
church.
Also the committee is collecting photos of your fasonte
MBC memories or stones
Items may be turned in at
the church office
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Asbury meeting on Saturday
Ashur) Cemetery Day will be Saturday at II a.m. at the
cemetery, located on Asbury Cemetery Road. Rev. Dan Leslie.
pastor of Dresden First United Methodist, will be the speaker.
A potluck meal will be served. In case of rain, the event will
be held at the Kirksey United Methodist Church fellowship
hall. Persons unable to attend may mail their donations for
maintenance of the cemetery to Martha Smith, 120 Grove Ln..
Murray, KY 2071.
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The annual meeting of McGuire Cemetery (State Line road.
Weakley County. Tenn.) will be Saturday at 11 a.m. with a
short service and business meeting, followed by a potluck
lunch. The maintenance contract for next year will be auctioned. Anyone with family interested at the cemetery are
encouraged to attend and/or make a contribution for the upkeep
to McGuire Cemetery. do Dannie Harrison, 1581 Almo Rd..
Almo, KY 42020. For information call 753-3293.
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The annual Dobson Cemetery "Decoration Day" will be Saturday at 2 p.m, at the cemetery, located on the Cuba-Water
Valley Road, Ky. 2422 in Graves County. Donations for the.
upkeep of the cemetery may be made or mailed to Gail Dob---:-:
son, 918 St. Rt. 1390, Mayfield, KY 42066. For information:-.
call 270-328-8612 or 270-554-3726.

Curlee Employee reunion planned
Curlee Clothing Company Employee Reunion will be Sat-•"
.
urday from I to 3 p.m. at Christ Methodist Church, Family
Life Center. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. Refreshments
be served. Spouses are welcome. For information call Dorothy.:::
Townsend. Sandra Simmons or Phyllis Dick.

••••

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,:.:
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist:::
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
lb •

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North. Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Alumni Banquet Thursday
The Alumni & Associates of Calloway County Schools will
base its annual banquet on Thursday at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's.
The 2006-2007 scholarship recipients will be honored and a
short business meeting will follow the meal. All members are
invited.

SS representative to be at library
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Coldwater singing Thursday
Coldwater United Methodist Church will have an open
singing on Thursday at 7 p.m. at the church. Anyone would
like to participate is welcome to attend ()pen singings are
held on the first Thursday of each month

WOW Lodge to meet Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at
6 p.m. at Ryan's Steak House.

Post 6291 will meet Thursday
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray will meet
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce conference room. For information contact
David Foley at 753-5822
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Calloway County Middle School Softball try-outs will he
Thursday and Friday front 3.30 to 5:30 p.m at the Calloway
County High School softball field. For more information sail
Coach James Pau at 759-2145

Bowling leagues being formed
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Dobson meeting on Saturday

CCMS plans softball tryouts
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McGuire meeting. on Saturday
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(KANG)between Sept. 2, 1952.
and August 31. 1976. At the
KANG. he was engaged in
electronic signal intelligence
and also taught electronics to
entry-level technicians Flener
finished his career AS an electronics technician and an U.S
instructor for the Federal Aviation Administration.
Though Helier has not lived
in Kentucky for several years.
he holds a special place for
Hinter County and MSU.
"Childhood Illtrnolles stay with
us Al. and it's those people
and places in Butler County
that I remember most." he said.
"MSU Was like a second home
to me. and it's my hope that
other Butler County students
will make MSU their home as
well Timer also encourages
other interested Butler County
natives to contnbute to this
scholarship fund.
Recipients of the scholarship must have and maintain
a 3.0 grade point average and
may reapply -For more information on the Gregory. Blake
fierier and Pamela Gail Fierier Memorial Scholarship and
other endowments. contact the
MSU scholarship office at(270)
or
809-3225
at

en,
Sh;
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The annual meeting at Lassiter Cemetery will be Saturday.
at 10 a.m. Persons unable to attend may send their donations
for the maintenance of the cemetery to Carl Dalton, 311 Midway Rd.. Murray, KY 42071.

Bowling leagues for youth (ages 3-21i and Adult are beim
formed now for the fall season at Corvette Lanes. Leagues
are certified through the United States Bowling Congress where
you can earn awards and recognition or achievements while
having fun. No previous experience is necessary. For mote
inforrnatton. visit the website at www murrayusbc.org. e-tmull
at

how I tsr murrayusbc ors. or call

or Corvette Lanes at

753-2202.

Donna

Darnell

at 759- 9246

1
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Harper and Forrester
Alvin and Anne Harper of Edwardsville. Ill., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Elizabeth Anne Harper, to David
Shea Forrester, son of David and Star Forrester of Coldwater
community.
Miss Harper is the granddaughter of the late William and
Jane Dibble of Richmond, Va., and the late Ellis and Faye
Harper of Eldorado,
Mr. Forrester rs the grandson of Cfalltmie -1
.7i.
1/1ck and the
late Harlan Black and of the late W.D. and Rachel Forrester,
all of Farmington.
The bride-elect received her bachelor's degree in 2002 and
her master's degree, in 2006 in elementary education at Murray State University. She is employed as an elementary school
teacher for the Graves County School District.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate in computer science at
Murray State University. He is employed as a software developer with Ag Connections.
The wedding will be Sunday. Oct. 7, 2007, at 6:15 p.m. on
the beach in Captiva Island, Fla.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Weldon Price

Mr. and Mrs. Franky Brandon

Cherry Ann Chambliss Wyant and Larry Weldon Pnce were
married in an outdoor ceremony in the backyard near the pond
at the home of the bride in Murray on Saiturday, May 26,
2007, at 5 p.m.
An arch decorated in flowers added to the backdrop for the
wedding. White columns holding ferns were placed on either
side of the arch.
The Rev. Shannon Waltmon, minister of the bride, and Jeremy VanLue, nephew of the bride, performed the tceremony.
A program of nuptial music was performed by Christopher
Wyant, son of the bride, and LaRay Waltmon.
The bride, daughter of the late Jesse and Virginia Chambliss, was given in marriage by her three sons, Christopher
Wyant of Albany, N.Y., Brad Wyant of Paducah, arid Todd
Wyant of Murray.
For the wedding the bride wore a white, tea-length dress
with sheer sleeves and carried a bouquet of purple and white
mixed flowers, designed by Beth Wyant, her daughter-in-law.
Diane VanLue of Danville, Ind., served as honor attendant.
She wore a purple tea-length dress and carried a bouquet of
purple and white mixed flowers.
Chuck Kryzinsky of Avon, Ind., served as best man.
Ushers were the three sons of the bride.
The groom wore a dark suit, white shirt, and matching tie
with a white rose boutonniere.
Guest register attendants were Mary Grace Wyant and Millie Wyant, granddaughters of the bride.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held at the Weaks
Community Center, Murray.
In front of a backdrop of white lattice decorated with purple flowers was the bride's table laid with white lace cloths.
Silver candleholders with white lighted tapers and the bride's
bouquet were used with the three-tiered white wedding cake.
Each tier was placed atop crystal pedestals and decorated in
lavender topped with real flowers.
Punch was served from an antique cut-glass punch bowl
which had belonged to the mother of bride, sitting atop a
pedestal. Nuts and mints were also served.
Serving were Beth Wyant and Lisa Wyant, daughters-in-law
of the bride, and Judy Bagsby and Cindy Oliver, longtime
friends.
Decorations for the wedding were by Trecia Ray, Gidget
Manning and Em.
A large number of out-of-town guests were present for the
wedding
Th.: couple spent their honeym000n in Savannah and Tybee
Island, Ga. They are now residing in Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Hanky Brandon were marned Saturday, July
14, 2007, at the Cupids Chapel of Love in the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park, Gatlinburg, Tenn. Rev. Jimmy C.
Maples officiated.
The bride, the former Sheila Kemmazell. is the daughter of
Gene and Betty Dunn of Benton and the granddaughter of
Hazel Dunn of Calvert City. She is currently employed at Pella
Windows. Murray.
The groom is the son of Junior and Rebecca Brandon and
the grandson of Neva Ray, all of New Providence. He is
employed by Brenntag Chemicals of Calvert City.
They have four sons, Jeremiah, Jarren and Jantzen Litchfield, and Adam Brandon, one granddaughter, Chelsea Litchfield, and one grandson, Xavier Krauss.
Mr. and Mrs. Brandon are currently residing in Murray.

ServiceNews

Meyers graduates from
national guard base
Arthur L. Meyers graduated from the Air National Guard
Academy of Military Science at McGhee Tyson Air National
Guard Base. Knoxville, Tenn., and was commissioned as a
second lieutenant in the Air National Guard.
The six-week, in-resident course curriculum is designed to
prepare the officer candidate for initial assignment as a commissioned officer and to serve as a foundation to build a career
in the Air Force reserve components.
The major subject areas of instruction included military studies, physical training, academic studies, professional development, communicative skills, leadership and management, international security and defense studies.
After graduation, the lieutenant either attends further career
development training or returns to his or her resident state unit
of assignment.
Meyers will be a military equal opportunity officer assigned
to the 113th Fighter Wing, Andrews Air Force Base, Camp
Springs, Md.
In 2002, he received a bachelor's degree from Loyola University. New Orleans, La.
Meyers is the son of Elaine T. Meyers of Northwood Drive.
Murray.
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Evan Glen Hicks

Crane and Nelson
Nicole and Dennis Morgan of Murray and Jimmy and Leslie
Crane of Dyersburg, Tenn.. announce the engagement of their
daughter. Heather Nicole Crane. to Aaron Lewis Nelson, son
of Randy and Missy Nelson of Fredonia.
The bnde-elect is the granddaughter of Sonja and Rayburn
Whitener of Hayti. Mo., and Arletta Crane of Caruthersville,
Mo.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Phillip and Liz Ward
if Princeton and Sue Nelson of Fredonia.
Miss Crane will graduate in December 2008 as an elementary education major at Murray State University. She is employed
by MSU Occupational Safety and Health Department and at
the Cracker Barrel.
Mr. Nelson will graduate in December 2008 as a secondary math education major at Murray State University. He is
employed as a girls soccer head coach for Mayfield City
Schools and at the Cracker Barrel.
The wedding is planned for Saturday. July 26, 2008, at 2:30
p.m. at Poplar Spnng Baptist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.
— -

JEANINE PEMPSEY
MEMOKIAL
?OKEVIUW
August 19, 2007
(Rain or Shine)
Bikes out at 1 p.m., in at 3 p.m.
Ride starts and ends at the Youth Center,
513 Main St.

Murray Main Street Youth Center
ANY QUESTFONS CALL (270)436-5.334

1

A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. It's their way of
saying. "We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

Tristyn Nevaeh Whitney Kall
Anthony Glen Durham and Misty Dawn Kall are the parents of a daughter, Tristyn Nevaeh Whitney Kali, born on Friday, July 27, 2007. at 7:43 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds and 15 ounces and measured
21 inches.
Two brothers are Dylan and Jeremiah Kall and a sister is
Emmaleigh Kall.

HOME FOR SALE

PUBLISHED WEEKLY
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR
MURRAY,KY 42071
EDITORS DODD,PIERCE & NYERT

Jacks Pot Winners
Sammie Ball
Eva Cochran
Cleo Key

Hot August Heat
By Lennis Wyatt
a resident at Fern Terrace Lodge

864 RUSSELL.ROAD

Registration starts at 12 noon

All proceeds go to the

Benny Hicks and Jennifer Lee of Van Cleave Road. Murray, are the parents of a son. Evan Glen Hicks, born on Tuesday, July 10, 2007, at 3:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 9 pounds 13 ounces and measured 20
1/2 inches. A brother is Elijah Young and a sister is Ebony
Lee.
Grandparents are Eric and Tamara Ainscough of Murray,
Randy Gee of Texas. and the late Woodrow and Donate Hicks.

Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
„}
t COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR

Beautiful home with aaulted ceduiga Three bedrooms 2 bath located only 2 mile
from Irvin Cobb Manna Great fidung escape or just enym the quiet wooded am
tine Kitchen is a chef a dream Totally top of the lute apphances and cabinetry
Situated on area uith 4 ,ar garage and office Priced to Sell at $192.000 Vim
virtual tour at campbellrealta coin Call Pat Chem for more information

CAMPBELL
REALTY
112 N. 12th St. • 7394780 • (270) 293-CI318
campbellrealty.com

There is nothing like hot August heat
When people are mean or sweet
Were you smart to stay in the cool
And if you don't you must be a fool.
When hot, you're thinking its best
To stay outside in it is really a test.
The sun is hot and the skies are blue.
While I'm yearning for turkey and Christmas too
When we're outside, our skin turns red
i We need to keep an ice pack on our head.
An air conditioner and a comfy seat
Sure beats being in that hot August heat.

COMMUNITY
Elementary teachers take part in special
two-week reading workshop held at MSU

Murray Ledger & Times

8A • Nednesday. August 8, 2007

elementary
balanced literacy approach and
Twenty -four
school teachers from around guides teachers to study and
western Kentucky recently took reflect on components such as
part in a two-week reading theory and research, word
workshop at Murray State Uni- recognition skills, vocabulary,
versity's Alexander Hall. The assessment, comprehension and
Kentucky Reading Project family involvement. During
KRPI is held at 10 universi- the two-week workshop teachties across the state each sum- ers create a literacy action plan
mer to help teachers improve that identifies reading weakstudent achievement and pro- nesses at their school and
mote family literacy by devel- includes strategies to help overoping a literacy action plan come those deficiencies. MateMal is presented in engaging
for then schools.
1)r Bonnie Higginson. asso- and useful ways that particiciate provost, headed the pro- pants say leave them eager to
gram at Murray State Univer- get back to the classroom and
sity. Co-directors were Holly put their plans into action.
Davenport said he found
Bloodworth, P-4 teacher at Murray Elementary School, and -the Kentucky Reading Project
Maheth Conner, Reading First offers a plethora of knowledge
coach for western Kentucky ele- that surrounds teaching literacy in the classroom. After this
mentary schools
Local teachers selected to class, 1 want to be a teacher
attend the workshop included— of reading instead of a readJill Starkey and Beth Wood from ing teacher."
Teachers must apply and
Murray Elementary School and
Amanda Ashlock from Murray interview for a position in the
Middle School. Andy Daven- workshop. Participants receive
port and Amy Rogers attend- a $250 stipend, $200 in books
ed from Southwest Elementary. and teaching materials, and
The project focuses on a three hours of graduate credit

ScholarshipNews
Baker. a 2005
graduate of Murray High
School. has been awardedthe
Mary Moore Lassiter Scholarship to attend Murray Slate "
University
'The scholarship is available
to husines1 majors who hold
a 3.0 (WA and are active in
organizations within their field
of study Preference is given
to residents of Calloway and
Marshall counties in Kentucky.
Baker. son of Cary Redden
and Rhonda Redden, both of
Murray. is majoring in accounting at Murray State.
Zachary

Darren Jackson, a 2007
graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awarded the Honor Scholarship and
the Haiel Alumni Scholarship
to attend Murray. State University
The Honor Award recognue% entering freshmen or
transfer ildents who are outstanding achiesers or leaders
The Hazel Alumni Scholarship is available to students
who reside in the former Haiti
School Distnct and are graduates of Murray High School
of
Callow
County High
School.
Jackson is the son of Ron
and Cindy Jackson of Hazel
He will he majoring in engineering graphics at MUMr,

to Kentuck students who reside
west of the Pennynle Parkway
Brumley is the daughter of
Darlene and Ben Brumley IV
of Murray She is majoring in
social work at Murray State.
While in college. Brumley
has served as vice president
for Campus Scouts and is a
member of, the Student Association of Social Workers. She
has volunteered for the Murray Girl Scouts.
A member of New Concord
Church of Christ, she is also
involved with the University
Chnstian Center.
Bridges, a

Dentsha

2005

for the course. They also participate in four weekend follow-up sessions throughout the
next academic year and get
coaching visits from the workshop faculty to discuss how their
action plans have been used.
All KRP participants AM invited to meet again the following spnng fora statewide "Share
Fair" conference in Louisville,
where they will talk about how
they implemented the plans and
what worked best for their students.
Although schools whose faculty participates in the program usually see Improved state
accountability test scores. Higginson said that's not the focus
of the project. "Ultimately, this
is about making a difference
in reading skills for the students:
..
For more information about
the Kentucky Reading Project.
contact Holly Bloodworth at

(270) 753-5022

or holly.blood-

worth 40 murray.k y schools.us

IASU photo
Pictured at Murray State University's Alexander Hall are participants who took part in a twoweek summer reading workshop designed to help teachers improve student achievement and
promote family literacy. Murray State is one of 10 schools across the Commonwealth that
hosts the Kentucky Reading Project each summer.

1110110
Switch to AT&T.
The network-with the

fewest
dropped calls.

graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awardHope, Endeavor,
ed
the
Achievement and Recognition
Sdholarship to attend Murray
State University
The scholarship is asailahle
to all students who have a
minimun 3.0 GP A. Recipients
may reapply for the reward
Bridges, daughter of.1(enny
and David:* Bridges of Murray, is majonng in elementary
education at Murray State.
A member of Northside Baptist Church. Bndges has been
invoked in mission work each
summer She is a senior teller
at BB&T Bank.

NEED MORE REASONS TO CHOOSE?
GET UNLIMITED TEXT, M.PICTURE.
AND VIDEO MESSAGING TO ANTON

ON ANY NETWORK.
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ONLY AT&T HAS THE LARGEST
MOBILE TO MOBILE CALLING
COMMUNITY - OVER 62 MILLION
II ONLY AT&T LETS YOU KEEP
YOUR UNUSED ANYTIME
MINUTES WITH ROLLOVER.

Tyler Buckingham. a 2006

Sleff

While in high school. Jackson was a member of Future
farmers of America, Skills USA
and the Beta Cub He was rec.
(ignited by "Who's Who Among
American High School Students- and was on the honor
roll all four sears
Carl Benson. a 2003 graduate of Murray High School,
has been awarded the Barbara
and Hays Brooks Scholarship

Murray State

to attend

Uni-

graduate

of Calloway

County

High School. has been award-

Scholarship and
the Recognition Scholarship to
attend Murray State Universi-

ed the Honor

ty.
The Honor Scholarship recognirev entering freshmen or
tranfer students who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
The Recognition Scholarship is based on academic performance, leadership and sersThis Award is renewable

ice

on maintenance of lulltime status and a ttliniMUM 30
cumulative GP A
Buckingham. son of David
And Dianne Bu,kinghani of
Murray. will hc majoring in
pre-law at Murray State
While in college. Buckingbased

versity

The achourNhip

is

awarded

to junior or senior students
who are majoring in mathematics or tine of the physical
sciences, medicine. medical
research or nursing A minimum 30 (WA is required
He is majoring in mathematic:a at !AURA) State
Benson is the son of Enc
and lane Benson of Murray
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2007 grad!Anna,. High School,

Brian Blalock. A
uate of

has been Awarded the 'Ionia'
Scholarship to

attend Murray

State University
The scholarship recognires
entering freshmen or transfer
stuclent• who are outstanding
achievers or leader.
Blalock is the son of Dr
Rh. hard IiI.dokik of MurTAN
While
in high school.
Blalock was a member of Future
Business

Leaders ot

AsmericA

and the academic team
('natal
graduate of

Nruniky.

a 21105

Allow ay County

High School. hr. been awarded the George

I.

Beiderwell

Scholarship to attend

Murray

Stale I'Tuve-nits

The scholarship is available

Linda Dinh,

a 215th

1113.04outh' ertatee4

grad-

Mira-tele, Bun:."
caffs5t5 °Poo*

uate of Murray High School.
has -been awarded the

,

Delta

Omega Leadership Scholarship
to attend

Murray

State

Uni'4110
,
10

versity
The scholarship is available

upperclassmen or alumni
members ot Alpha Gimicron Pi
that have demonstrated a high
level of leadership qualities. A
I (;PA is required
1)inh is the daughter of Tuan
and Kum Ihnh of Murray She
is majonng in biology/pre-met'
at Murray State
While an college. Dinh has
served as s ice president of academic development for Alpha
Ornicnin Pi and is a member
of Tri Beta and the Pre-Professional Club She has also
been a dean's list student
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Calloway ASAP using Web to fight teen drinking
Education important in battling hard
liquor usage by teenagers

1

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention has created a new Web site linking teens and
parents to helpful information on the
Internet concerning the danger of
underage drinking.
Citing statistics-from a new national
study that shows teenagers prefer hard
liquor to beer and wine, CC-ASAP
Director Dottie Kraemer says more
needs to be done to educate the public
about the threat of alcohol.
"Underage drinking by our youth
continues to be our greatest drug abuse
problem in Calloway County,"
Kraemer said. "Our data consistently
shows that our youth are engaging in
alcohol use during their lifetime; many
as young as 10 years old."
According to a copy of a new goy-

eminent study provided by Kraemer,
hard liquor is the drink of choice among
the 40 percent of teenagers who try
alcohol. High school students drink
more bourbon, rum, scotch, vodka and
whiskey than they do beer. The results
of the study also pointed out about the
same preference among both males and
females.
"The rate of teen drinking is pretty
dang high," said Dr. James Garbutt of
the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill in a news release. Garbutt
is one of those that took part in the
study.
"It is intriguing that hard liquor is
the preferred beverage. I wouldn't intuitively have thought that," he added.
Researchers suggested several reasons why teens might lean toward hard
liquor. It is a lot easier to hide by pouring into a soda or juice and first-time

drinkers think it tastes better than beer.
Also the alcohol level is higher in
liquor, so binge drinkers feel the effect
of the alcohol faster.
Kraemer said she was also surprised
by the report and noted some statistic
from a recent survey in Kentucky that
show the threat to young lives is a reality here at home.
"In the 2006 Kenrucky Incentive fix
Prevention student survey, 42 percent
of our 12th graders reported using alcohol in the past 30 days," she said. "The
Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention will be
aggressively educating our population
on this issue over the next few years so
that fewer youth are engaging in this
risky behavior."
Garbutt said parents should do all
they can to warn their children about
the dangers of alcohol.
"Parents need to be aware of children's access to liquor in the home," he
said. "Whether they want to keep it
locked up or whether they want to monitor it, they need to educate their chil-

Internet Web site at www.ccasap.com.
The site offers links to other Internet
sources where statistics, suggestions for
educational program, personal accounts
and other information can be found.
Teens are referred to sites such as
www.freevibe.com where they can
learn more about what certain drugs do
the body or read anti-drug messages
posted by actors, musicians and others
popular among teens. Parents have
access to the same sites and a lot more
such as www.connectforkids.org where
they can learn more about family-oriented issues and programs going on
locally and across the nation concerning underage drinking and a lot more.
The Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention is a group
of individuals and organizational volunteers from Murray-Calloway County
enforcement, churches, civic
law
BBC.corn
organizations, medical personnel, eduthen about drinking.'
cation, business, government and other
Kraemer directed parents, teens, community leaders dedicated to doing
teachers and anyone else with an inter- what can be done to reduce the danger
est in the subject to CC-ASAP's new of drug and alcohol use.

Moonwalk Murray-Calloway earns Foundation gives $20 million
treadmill accreditation in area of to fight obesity in schools
may help mammography by ACR
stroke
victims
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
weird treadmill is pushing people at a Baltimore research hospital into sloppy versions of
Michael Jackson's moonwalk, in
hopes of training stroke survivors and others with brain
injuries to walk normally again.
The custom-built treadmill
hides a split belt — one side can
move one foot backward while
the other moves forward, and at
different speeds.
It can be a wild ride: Your
brain must automatically adjust
how you walk so you won't fall
down.
Scientists at the Kennedy
Krieger Institute are tapping into
that unconscious adjustment,
using a brief workout to jolt
patients who usually limp and
lurch back into a normal stride,
one they retain for a few minutes
after the treadmill stops.
The discovery: Separate
nerve networks control how
each leg moves, networks that
can be retrained to change someone's innate walking patterns, at
least temporarily.
Now the challenge is to make
the better walking permanent.
This fall, Kennedy Krieger's Dr.
Amy Bastian will begin a government-funded study putting at
least 40 stroke survivors through
longer sessions with the wacky
..Areadmill, to see if practice helps
the improvement stick.
Because Kennedy Krieger is
a pediatric research institute, she
hopes eventually to begin a similar study with children recovering from major brain surgery.
The findings offer a glimpse
into the newest frontier in rehabilitation research: How to spur
brain and spinal cord circuitry to
rewire itself for normal leg control after a stroke or other brain
injury.
"The amazing thing about
walking control (is) when you
try to consciously override
things, it doesn't work so well,"
says Bastian. who has personally tested the treadmill.
"The belts start moving and if
you think about it, you start to
screw it up. If you just let your
system take over, it's these
lower, less conscious control
networks that can .do this, no
sweat." she explains.'Those are
the ones we want to train"
A healthy brain continually
adapts and reorganizes itself, a
condition called plasticity. It's
easiest for younger brains, but it
is possible to spur this process
even in older people. For example. tying down a stroke victim's
good arm while repeatedly exercising the weak one strengthens
arm circuitry in the stroke-damaged brain region while improving movement.
Far less research has been
done on ways to improve rehab
for the legs. however

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.(AP) — A New Jersey They point to an after-school program at W.C.
philanthropic foundation is giving $20 million to a Britt Elementary School in Snellville, Ga., that
program designed to promote healthy eat,ing and gets children playing wall soccer and Twin Bluff
Special to the Ledger
Middle School in Red Wing, Minn., where the
in schools.
exercise
a
two-year
awarded
been
has
Hospital
County
Murray-Calloway
lunch menu has been retooled with healthy.
school
to
is
Generation
Healthier
a
for
Alliance
The
term of accreditation in Mammography as the result of a recent surthe Princeton-based Robert foods that students say they like.
from
money
the
use
vey by the American College of Radiology.
The new grants will be available to schools in
Wood Johnson Foundation to help schools in 17
The ACR, headquarters in Reston, Va., awards accreditation to
stales with the highest obesity rates: Alabama.
states attack obesity in children.
facilities for the achievement of high practice standards after a peerThe Alliance, which is a partnership of The Alaska, Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky,
review evaluation of the practice. Evaluations are conducted by Clinton Foundation and the American Heart Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri.
board-certified physicians and medical physicists who are experts in Association, says that some 8,000 schools will be Nebraska, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
the field. They assess the qualifications-of the personnel and the ade- able to get in-person support for their anti-obesity Carolina, Texas, Tennessee and West Virginia.
quacy of facility equipment in terms of quality, resolution, calibra- programs by 2010.
tion, and radiation safety. The surveyors report their findings to the I
The Alliance is led by former President Bill
To find out
ACR's Committee on Accreditation, which subsequently provides Clinton and California Governor Arnold
what's
Schwarzenegger.
the practice with a comprehensive report.
happenin
Currently, the Alliance for a Healthier
The ACR is a national organization serving more than 32,000
in your
diagnostic-interventional radiologists, radiation oncologists, and Generation's technical assistance is available to
the country.
nuclear medicine and medical physicists with programs focusing on : only 230 schools across
community
began,last year
the practice of medical imaging and radiation oncology and the ! ._Titse Healthy Schools program
read the
$8 million grant from the Robert Wood
an
with
delivery of comprehensive health care services.
Johnson Foundation.
For more information call the Radiology Department at 762Its organizers say the money is already helping.
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CALLOWAY & MURRAY SCHOOLS

Our contribution to the Mom Independent
ilf$d Calloway County Soho& Systems In 2007
$68,000—For School Nurse Salary
$69,000...Certifled Athletic Trainer for each HS Athletic Program
$40,850.. Free memberships to the Center for Health & Wellness
for HS Athletes
$75,000 Free mandatory Sports Physicals

*262,850...Total Contribution in 2007
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Murray Ledger a
its
considers
ems
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sources

but

inaccuracies do occur

uniebil
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this

information do so at
thrar min risk Although
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to

believed
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ulatrill

&
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Murray
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help ware& %Mb..
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accept any responadm
ty whatsoever kw nee
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CENTER IDDIANDING
Several now poiMons
avedietes Earn 87 Ill
per
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No &MIN

Tramp provided If you
a Miasma veer
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good

cornmurwcahon

Alla. and am depend
able. call
"A1-441611
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Murray area

Do yam Mee
welt Meell
wee Can Enterprises
may be Fuel the Mem
Mr you
part

Full ante and

time

positions

aveseere
IscialY
EDMIDIMArts Arneirsca
1413 Olimi
Many. KY 42071
(27017534111

at Sonic

No

St., Murray, KY

Murray, KY 42071.

phone calls,

available

misted beid

be considered to, the position please MAIL.
dewed 0111131M0 ri confidence to

resume

1601 Mar St

FULL TIME NURSE'S AIDE

tioners

a

the

AA employ-

Tinernarketinglf undrai
experience

sing

of
BRITTHAVEN
currency
Benton is

ENJOY

sampling applicabons
for Ihe following posi

yourself by

Certvled Nursing
We otter

competarve wages and
an

benefit

excnient

Oer
Package AOPN
eon at Britthaven of
Main

Bergen

2607

Street

Hwy

641S

KY

42025

Benton

more

for

739-240
info.

Assistants

Call

Shift

E vening

er

lions

HELP WANTED
or

reward

Parenting,

making a

Cal 1 -886-

dflersnos
30-NECCO

chairside

sortable

amistare to, °makestic office Tram to
Murray

Maytteid. and

Top pay greet

*noel

even

No

No

problem,

Enterprises
600-341-2616 set 190

LOCAL CPA hrrn has

resume

partrans

permanent

Position tor person with
bookkeep-

payroll. and sales
experience

tax

PO

to

Reply

plus

a

Ouckbooks

1040-W, Murray.

Box
KY

42071

obis

fl4E.Stoi) oLroirtitedy
1822 1976
County
Murray

by

Published

Sox

to PC

1040-V

Murray.

KY

LOCAL

Deavery

Delvers

Needed.
par/tull

Excellent

Caniet

Family

Werner

Insurance

tams

available

positions
ennsedialefy

Usemen

Cash

vehicle
Opportunity Good Pay

paid

wieldy Call 7135-24115

Coverage

Retirement

Men.

- time
0
04

and

cus-

tomer 'Tian..., Neut.,.
often ,ompentrye soul
sad

benefit

package homed on quail
humors. To apply send
resume and salary him,
ry In Fleerwond Homes
Randy
. Ann
of Ky.

availed*

In

old

years

$300

Good condition
each 767-9740

homes only 492-8488

293-2544

uItFwPaS

WASHER & Dryer
5225-5250 753-4109
1

(270)300-

Jennings

$110 per month Newer

OR 2br apts

starting

nea

Murray

downtown
at

$200/m0

French
BEAuT
Country Hutch. Sold
pine rniki shade DR

753-4109

07 Hot tub, brand new

table M2 x-tra leaves &

appliances Coleman

WI package. 6-7 person,

6 chars, LR couch &

RE 753-9E198

Articles
For Si.

digital,

sets

of

lots

Oscillator

tali,

water

cover

retail

$7 300.

must

sell

S3.6(i0

15731300-1031
_
level sideXside

2ND

Murray

plots.

buns!

Gardens.

Mernonal

$9,495

753-9381

midi chair

nished,

room set leaf

Heights

w/6-chairs. Has ceram-

No

ic Mete Is top

$325/month

very

good

condition

$125.00

(731)247

5416

$900.

Call

for

prom

or 753-1951
11311, various location',
Coleman

2 bedroom, all appliances.
16010 Yammer treil0f.
364 hours
rotary
blade.

CINDERELLA

753-4937

RE 753-9698

(270)762-0190
work. ask for Barbara
unit

Deposit,

pets

5200-5300

3319.

dolmas (270)767-2229

furUniversity
Subdivision

18R, as appliances

KITCHEN/DINING

(731 )247-

5 pace solid cats well

II3R new IASU other
locations available.

5. Yeranra

tiler.

4'

box

Rhino Inlets

mower. 270-753-7376

Cambndge

area. 293-6968
28/1 dupes. nice.

CM/A. appliances furnished VariOUS 1001bons Coleman RE
753-9096

PO

Riibeas Saks Mesmer,
Boa 450 Benton,

low. 1 Ole Ibis.$150

IRRIGATION

Ky 42025

each. 270-492-0614

EararRen. 1.000 6. 4'

29R near IASU, C/14/A.

pipe. new pump, corn-

10Pliarices. Coleman
RE 753-9696

dresses

1 Me 4 yel-

HEARTWOLIKIL

system

DWI ',MED.'S. reedy to
90.$UMO.2934110

fug erne receptionist tot

ecrepbooks for 98 00 a

2911 townhome 1.56A.

pegs plus coal of ray-

00Pliancee including
weener arid dryer, 2 car

per

No weekends

WKUllifFS
270-443-1004

or (270)441-7897

42071

oil

by

Kerby

Lob For Rent

washertdryer

4

medical
clays

Please sand resume
valet relevances to PO
Box

$450 month

Wd creels custom

week

$36day

retailer

2

minutes from lake and

SEEKING parl erne or

3-4

to

of toftv,are pas Itages.
man
and the ability

new
paint

porch, fresh

posilion

ofhce

up

CrallpUICT liters*, .11h
lutooledge ot a v ariny

101 MOM Ineennwilon.

Odle
and
Training Provided
W001 OsPorturaim It
KY I 7N For Interifter
Cal (615)255-7963

ent

excellent Yerhaltsconen
communo anon skills

Health

Safety

A chiral needs you'
Become a lamer par

Degree, a lisgb easemilmewl for cussome sae(soma and accuracy.

Garage,

dryer

resorts

2280.(270)360- 1064

s and idate

Diplema. bin yrefer a
.or Amanda
Baobab**

age

Dorothy and

have High School

mutation

Send

Paducah

ENVWv Level mal
Expedentied Palmier,

benefits'

Contact us now,

must

appliances and washer
&

Super Capacity

stacked

ales reports to a
Sales team in meeting
goals and ..hies 11%t•

Newer

TWO Kenmore Heavy
Duty

team

Quaff(bed

after paid

148/111474-JOBS or
vienall991/740obscom

ing

per

ENTHUSIASTIC

CALLS PLEASE

elesiyiel

Site

training • Benefits

computer

42071

iteedy

daily 7 disys a week

Foster

E0E/AAE NO PHONE

tinivilit A

Parttrua time 3 shifts

home

lots

270-436-6367

rmaded

literature Lrealet imen
tors reports and griller

individuals

for

seryosretait

r

(270) 7531713

yous our

"
mosey and °flier [Mr,
marketing
Crealt%

mobile

3

greenhouse,

Mu r

to

1997

2BA

buy. 2BR

with

option

with

RENT

16x70

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

professional. goal-on

Publishing

with

5PM or leave message

!be Square

Written

Ideal

after

759-4336

WARD ELKINS

Democrat

EARN Extra Cash

new

Like

color

Almond

baseboard
Used carpet-

ing 753-4109

supports kxai Ai.
Sales Managers sub

270-527-6604

dispenser

ice

&

270-753-6460

sales

land
Ends

refrigerator with wale

gas heaters, air condi-

team
eated
sadi•'dual to

family

or

731-584-4926

$29.500.

KY 42071

heaters

ERS! Zero down' Your
land

August 15

side-by-side

AMANA

Murray

electric

BUY-

REDUCED' '97 28x70
2BA. Must sell

Goods, 519 S 12th,

tors.

Or,

London

1ST

FOR
HOME

TIME

38R

Company

ROM

Asking $15000 each
Can be seen at

for

reports. orders piwnt of

Meg WINN

FUNDS

436-5235

ranges

in

GOVERNMENT

NO PARTICLE BOARD
condition
excellent

Murray. 753-6791

Junk cars trucks and

Murray

leader

cabinet, glass door.

1501

GOOD used refrigera-

Hornet,

(731) 641-6444

cherry 6 place gun

BUYING

First

be

Must

moved 121 Twin Oaks

OBO

tractors

included,

ances
$8.000

Lane, Akno, KY
solid

made

•Hand

Church

Hen wood

12x60 28R IBA. 1999
appli-

typewriter on right side,
made in 1957. excel-

Masutattunng Housing
ladusuy is seeklag a

Prefer CNA or CMA but will train it you
enjoy working with the elderly. Good
working conditions. Pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person at Fern Terrace.
1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE

[

Buchaneer, all

campers motorhomes.
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010

Flexible

Saks Coordinator

At: Debbie Woodard
McCartney Produce P.O. lea 215
Pans, TN 36242 No phone calls;deem

•SOUD Walnut desk.
Has compartment for

lent condition

Benson Sporting

Make inquiries

Presbyterian

be very mum °rented. sea -leaner Next,. & ads
to wort in a Iasi paced/growing company
(=Went communication Mulls are moored We
oilier a commutes wage and benefit package To

4-SALE by owner:

ANTIQUES. Cal Larry

good, used guns.

hours

270-489-2525

(270)436-2189
Want It Buy

position

send

270-293-7090
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
38R 2BA, extra nice

4600 Irvin Cobb Rd
Murray-KY 42071

sale, maitrial• writes
and updates floor plan

ty Atrt)

$18.000.

wax worms year round

hty www Mu/.

ffirPforilianf °wormy

Prices' 753-0530

A. Certified Technician

carat/43 Ilflu;inellir nolo

Application
August 22
2007 Women and
monorlot ant ono:Jur
pod ki SOPPY Murrill,
Safe University m an
*QUO/ oducabon and

amp. ex-cond., must be
moved. Kirksey, KY

REX'S worm farms has

CASH paid

PT custodian

doodling

THE

person

Drivis-in, 217 S. 12th

Elly Cain. Pulmo Dom Pharmacy,

brpt htrn

MAN

on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great

fixable cars trucks.
vans tractors farm &
construction
equipment ATVs

management of our clinan group consisting of

strong accounang background. strong corntistir
sail* in a PC Sarver environment. expeinerioe with
Windows EP Pro, MS Office-Excel & Word Must

reSOurOlna Marlalg•ment business adman

home, 3BR, 28A. 200

I BUY ruii

New Holt Fla

mobile

1998 Clayton

'53- 3633

Attention Rose

in

753-1011

ed at Wood Electronics

Send resume b

WeilSprings

Send resume In confidence to
silizabeth.cain0rotecti.corn or mall to

acre 72 Sundance

MDM COMPUTERS

or
well

insurance

Paducah

'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month 1

GAMES Now sold/trad-

759.3656

established spa Great
including
benefits

401k

sail-

boat. 436-5367

leave message

hiring full time

health

Adirondack
Sunfish

PLAYSTATION 1 & 2

436-5830

work ethics

9AM-

cosmetologist
tor
esthetician

to become part of our management team
PT
Applicants must posses an NANO Kentucky

FINANCE

Chnstian with good

Service/ repairs

September 2007

required in human

Good

OWNER

maker. 4 custom

Groves.

Donna

NOW

Pulmo Dose Pharmacy In
Murray, KY Is seeking a
Respiratory Clinician Supervisor

Non any se all bola

Nike

ice

chairs,

I1 AM M-F

Hoquerambels College dawn, is

Bacnelor $ degree

270 293.3232'

Ta1k94 3.

270-534-2224

Median to beam
Ouellfications

17' Grumman canoe, 2

E lectnc96 9 To inquire.
call

Realty
Call Mike Conley

Classic

Willie102 1,
Rock94 7

ing in 'Crossland"

Deals'

some days, nights, or

3

Y 0 9 3

W K

ACCOUNTING,COMPUTER ASSISTANT

12) twelve month

years experience

WILL sit for the elderly

of

department

news

mobile homes
and large garage buildOlive Branch Auction &

Of the handicapped

the

in

below forty
8 tenths of an acre, 2

refrigerators, both with

Okay with odd working

position

Price reduced
from mid-sixtes to

Great

Sale

MOVING

270-759-9553

liescontroversies,

Th.

%%KW 14

"OWNER Senous

Calloway Count;
'tctorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

arid recreational amyl-

for assisting dirtiest ltd with providing teephonic patient support with equipment and
and provide day to day

INVrTATItifii TO BID

•'1,11.1 .11

dig

I have

Of Businesses

governmental

cal

270-205-9490 or see

CLEANING tor Homes

NOSEY? Do you dosely follow Murray's politi-

breathing medication.

STEVE

Call

www lestercomputerrepair corn

..,

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & I imes
PAL Kos 1040-1
NIurray. IS1 32071

Integrated Studwa Iwneral Studies

Was

SPECIAL RATE: ONLY $350/bri

1,m1 54

phis
5.5i5.111
1,

c‘5.

time

Trichroilog,
Agricultural Science Aiim. Terhno.sor Aginculturid science and

IIII

Various Computing Services

Ito'Iii.

VOrilaVE C ILLS Pit Is!

Design, Graphic Communication. TrchnoWgy Industrial Technology,
Science
Management of Torhnoliary Manufacturing Technology Water

111

We make house calls at
no extra charge'

Klemm Science Nuraing,

Health.
Nutrition Dietetic r and Food Management I krupational Safety and
Pathology, Art,
Recreation and Lemur.. Service.* Social Work Speech language

baccalaureate degree from

Now hiring an outgoing. energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients anti expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal onented.
This full-time position includes health /v.
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salar
plus commission. Salar) will be based on
expenence.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray, KY 42071

Slur hi:. I
"

Pero.requeet rearionable accommodations including auxiliary artbi and aerviten
in
eery to afford individuals with diaabilities an rquid ("partiality to participete

-1

V".11

d
-i
2I glik".

Murray State University Statement of Non-Dhicrimination

Disorders I riminal Justice

VISA

Murray, KY

busy spa

Great e

ronment Send resume

plies frac IS knit

to

baby berdiels,

*mauls.

WralSOfin9s
New
2341

Holl Rd. Paducah, KY
42001 Manson Rose

scarves. ponchos, and

other awns to order
755-5531 or 973.0747

111119iim For Imb

grape 9906 rent plus

limo Southern 2 BR 2

dranorat 1 year lease.

BA Flinty§ Courts 966

no

773
(270)978-0

1 401 Douguid Dr

pets

293-3904

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.4
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

DOG Obedience
436-2858.

lake House For Rent

ivb...tor. 3 bedroom. 2 bath house with a
lake front wall of oindoies otrrlooking tht
main lake. les coniplelels furnished with j
pritate dock. gas fireplace. gas grill. Dish
Network. Dal panel 11 with 1)1 I) if stird. and pleats of deck space.
round ‘41

puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC. CKC. clew claws
shots,
removed,
&
male
wormed,
.umale, $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

4BR 2BA, all appliances, central HA
Coleman RE 753-9898
EXTREMELY nice
2BR, 28A apt. spacious living & kitchen
area, located in a great
neighborhood If interested call 227-5452

6x80
nice

1999
[pollbed.
be
Daks

NT
1ST
WYYour
and.
Ends
Bx70
sell.

n to
1997
ome
ewer
isher
age,
new
it 2
and
)rith

awe
488

ill
near
irray
/mo.

WI

NE Hi

1607 Kirkwood
Elegantly remodeled,
redecorated, nice lot.
trees, excellent location, completely updated, many modern
features, 2BR, 2-BA,
master with whirlpoolwalk-in shower, LR &
sunroof, w/bay windows, great room- nice
FP- gas-logs, French
doors to deck, updated kitchen and dining area, nice almond
cabinets & appliances,
new roof & covered
gutters, C/H/A. Must
see to appreciate.
(270)753-8029

Hois

"'OWNER
FINANCING'••
405 S 5th St 3BR
IBA $3,000 down,
$450 month. 753-27)2

SALE or lease. high
traffic location. Great
visibility Hwy 641N in
Murray Building 1:
9 330 sq.ft., Building 2:
1.440 sq.ft. Ideal for
retail store, restaurant,
hotel. mini-mall. 270978-0402

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

01'1 \ 11(11
1141 SII S I
.
16481+
Prirt-d right for
honer or rrenial
properts in thy
sae. %sag
8:4141 1. N I- I :1114111\ I
BEAUTIFUL 48R Brick
Home, 3.5 Bath. Huge
Family Room Formal
Living & Dining Rooms
Beautiful
Sunroorn.
&
Molding
Crown
Hardwood Floors, con
rote drive. study has
brick fireplace w/ gas
logs Located east of
downtown toward KY
Lake Owner has purchased home in another state and is ready to
move' Contact k400dy
Realty Co 1-800-642--,039 Ask for Tommy
Moody MLSX 59596

YARD SALE
PRICES & DEADLINES
Deadline

Monday
Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Friday - 10AM
Friday - 10AM
Monday • 12PM
Monday- 4PM
Wednesday- 12PM
Thursday - 10AM
Thursday - 12PM

PRICES:
30 word. a of 31-70
or lees' days words'
811

1

$18

$18

2

$28

$20

3

$35

IT BOLD
MAKEluau.
•i
ko
.,1

1997 Olds Silhouette
Van extended, front &
rear air, loaded with
leather. S3,000. Call
after 6:00pm (731)7823405

Horoscope

BOAT, 3 motors, $350
753-6012

38R 28A charmer or
94W. 5 miles out
Landscaped manufactured home with carport. Permanently set
on 7 acres with stock
pond and 2 outbuilc
ings. Room for horses
and/or garden. Priced
to sell. Call for appointment. Day 227-1034 or
227-1033, evenings
435-4492

FOR sale by owner or
rent wlopt to buy:
Lovely 1,800 sq.ft. 2
bedroom brick house in
the country, low down
payment. $738 month
rent. Priced at 5135K.
270-376-2154, 270816-4046
FSBO 1,900 sq.ft.
car
2
4BR/2BA,
w/attached workshop,
Murray schools, living
room, family room
large
w/fireplace.
kitchen,
updated
fenced backyard
978-1026
FSBO: Gatesborough
tn-level 4BR 3BA, inpool.
ground
$250,000 293-2418
\I I
1 \ 1 \ 11 1
1/11;1 1:1 I II I '

I
V"
et•

‘urni

if( All

Sevless Mewl
LaM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
& Landscaping
Satisfaction guatani,ed
Call 753-1816
or ZU-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Noun seams
Res . Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, dein,
ery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt der •
Free estimat
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

MCKINNEY INS.
IN N.5TH STREET
753-3500

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE II PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

ksi'll ‘l I

759-0501
753-15.r

TRAVIS
N.

111;.

Ilk "Atli,

111.111112

2003 Kawasaki Vulcan
750. Excellent condimiles
4,600
tion
$3.500 270-365-0122
270-436-2824

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at
mounter:

Call 753-5606

)\11

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

:4

Lifetime glass breakage warranty on

vinyl replacement
windows by:

RESICOM CONTRACTORS
,

270-227-2115
-1899
270-293
itt
a.fros

IP.

_
iglitecam
FREE cat 5 year old
male, left by former
renters. Fixed, shots,
vet checked Call 293--

Ch'
.1

'Wad
row.I.% ; t

the Web!
'

by Jacqueline Bigar

namic: 4The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dy
pifficult
2-So-sta;Z
rage;
3-Ave
Positive;

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
of a lot
**** Though you might want to clear your desk and mind
non-action.
of work and run errands, you might land in the valley of
Tonight: Stay
II \l I'', W.A.,11
Accept this stoppage as positive and review a situation.
AGFAII \ 1
N1
home.
to
close
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
• weekly & special
You
**** Your finanaes demand unusual attention and effort.
ied
• locally owned/opers
nal
might want feedback, Out a meeting or other important interperso
759-1151 • 293-2783 happening will take a higher pnonty. Find an expert. Tonight: Explore
293-2784
your options more carefully.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
HAVE mop will travel
roll. Where
** Though you start slowly, you most definitely are on a
is now at 78 Peyton
your
and when to stop could be very important if you are to maximize
Lane, Almo and the
Pay
energy. You might have a difficult time slowing down. Tonight:
new phone number is
bills.
873-8186. Listed
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
underTabitha DeVnes
day
**** Investigate what seems to be hidden early on. Once the
blooms, others seek you out, giving you barely a second to breathe.
Attention
If you like what is going on,
Tobacco Farmers Do you really care? Quite possibly no.responsibil
ity. Tonight: Act like
and
attention
the
accept
to
continue
gation servic
is your oyster, because it is.
world
the
available
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Call
What
**** You might want to re-evaluate and rethink a decision.
personal
(270)293-7109
seemed clear and direct might not be anymore. Deal with a
can give
issue head-on. You cannot change someone's mind, but you
it a shot. Tonight: Extra R and R.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
many
*** You might be ahead of the game. Your efforts draw
change
toward you. How you deal with various circumstances could
on the
substantially. Relax with the moment, knowing full well you are
path to victory. Tonight: Zero in on what you want.
:46-14
'44_4
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** A take-charge attitude draws strong results. Others respond
know what
't, 1 \ II If Nils! s to your strong sense of direction and understanding. You
1
and clearly are going to achieve that goal. Others line up
want,
you
s
in
1
0‘
,
‘
to watch. Tonight: A must appearance.
I onu, 1)i•lan,es
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
r•r. In•urcd
,
.F.11 Rcl
**** Taking an overview could work best for you. Getting triggered
I rte esfirnales
benefit of the by individuals just doesn't feel right. Give someone the
I 11, alh in,'lid Ort•IJICd
good to say no
\5.11;1:2•521
doubt. Loosen up. An opportunity simply might be too
up a crossto. Tonight: Relax your mind. If you're so inclined, pick
word puzzle.
NEED HELP?
Handyman Services. SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
results
*** Deal with one person at a time, and you'll get the kind of
Al] remodeling
You might
No job too smili
you want. Others prove to be highly responsive and direct.
day to try
Free estimates.
want to approach a situation differently. Today is a great
(731)247-3001
another approach. Tonight: Dinner for two.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
(731)363-3511
If you feel
**** Others seek you out, and you have a lot to share.
your norm
PURCHASE Area
tired, don't be surpnsed -- you have been pushing beyond
with the ball.
Hypnosis
Know when to kick back and let someone else run
Learn Relaxation
Tonight: Fun and games.
Relieve PTSD and
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
unusual
Anxiety
*** Emphasize what you know works. Don't take any
who
others
with
(270)436-5927
Work
able.
uncomfort
very
feel
could
you
as
risks,
anyseem to want to carry most of the burden. You can do nearly
WE SERVICE thing, if you so decide. Tonight: Put your feet up and relax.
Al) Motor Appliances PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
logic fails. You can hit a home run if
and Most Mawr Brands **** Creativity fills in where
Others like when you kick in and
drive.
and
focus
your
maintain
you
WARD-ELKINS
that touch of humor, and othAdd
dictate.
to
n
imaginatio
your
allow
On the Square Murray
Start the weekend early.
Tonight:
away.
stay
to
able
be
won't
ers
(270) 753-1713

litchell Bros.
l'a% int;

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

General Contracting
&
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Aug. 9, 2007:
be slightly
You make waves this year, though you actually might
part of
being
not
enjoy
might
you
fact,
In
usual.
than
more laid-back
not always
heavy projects. You will be cooperative, but you might
bond or a
feel as if you need to be part of what happens. A romantic
you
artist,
an
are
you
If
time.
your
of
lot
a
up
take
child often could
don't need
could find a project very fulfilling. If you are single, you
change directo maintain that status, as many would like to help you
not a child,
if
-likely
is
addition
new
a
attached,
tions. If you are
reads you
then something that binds the two of you closer. CANCER
cold.

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

&Mors

MOM,
'Includes al wards r,

Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service. All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

2000 Alero 127,xxx
miles, new toyo tires,
cold air, very dependable $3,950 OBO
759-5410

1710 Magnolia Dove,
4-BR, 3-BA, LR, DR,
eat-in kitchen, recreation room. Well maintained. 227-5414

"
t its

WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
-Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
*Soil testing
*Liming and Fertilizing
*Spraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
'Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

FREE

APPROX. 10 acres
w/older house and
on
home
mobile
Shoemaker Road near
Aurora. Mostly road
frontage. $73,000.
270-354-6781

16 acres on
Backusburg Road,
Kirksey. 489-2994,
(270)831-0419

Nouns For Rent

PURIM* Date

02 Honda Passport
LX, 2yvd, leather, sunroof, new tires, power
windows and locks,
cruise, tat, 6-CD player, 109,000mi.
$10,500. 293-5519/clay
498-8950/evenings

1625 College Farm.
3/3R 2BA (remodeled),
utility with tile floors
Formal dining, hardwood floors, new roof,
new garage door, new
gas logs. C/H/A, 3
old.
years
Owner/Realtor.
5114,900. (270)2931400

1 to 295 acres. Wes
Owne
Calloway.
financing. 489-2116
leave message.

PREMIER
NIINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

DEADUNES:

r

iPport Ma Wades

o Far Ns

DEAL FELL THRUI
LAKEFRONT
1+ AC -$76,410
Deal fell thru due to
bad credit! Opportunity
to own fabulous lakefront on premier recreational lake in KY. Was
$84.900. Excellent
financing. Call now 1615-515-5550, x. 1409

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

2BR IBA. $395 plus
deposit 978-0742

on these properties.

Mil

THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
OCCUr
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of as
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities.

46
OMNI NU.907.1,
D-6 H, 12 ft blade
cieanng fence rows
underbrushing ponds
waterways
'9 yrs expenence
Greg Renfro,
•270-293-0371'

Call Bonnie Byerly with
Cornerstone Realty & Rental LLC
(761-SELL)for more information

1:1111.see Properly
[

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

2, 3 & 4BR houses
deposi
&
Lease
required 753-4109
2BR 1 5BA, C/HiA
Garbage pick-up, water
& appliances furnished
References, no pets.
plus
$4425
lease
deposit 753-1059

1358 Watsee Rd., 3 BR, 2.5 BA,
1780 Sq.Ft., 15 Acre Farm'
$155,000• MLSS 40416

270-761-181 1

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng -Decks
-Vinyl siding •All
Horne Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured

668 Green Plain Rd.. 3 BR, I BA.
1350 Sq.Ft., Completely Remodeled!
$79,900 • MLS #40458

Any Location.
Any Condition
Ifi w.rreatisrpropler*,sob rirs.rom

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-8266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

VERY Close to MSU!
Affordable one bedroom apartment Ind
basic kitchen appliances and covered
picnic area. Starting 0
5295;mo 227-4654

I furrsity
mon
osit.
1937

Isera-

Buy:
to
WANT
Commercial/medical
building. Prefer contract for deed.
618-531-1141

HOGGES.
sELF-STOR
"A Better Place to Store"
Hwy 12IN, across from
National Guard Armory
270-759-5555
NEW UNITS

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

eri

Kto• ci

3BR, 1-1/213A house. 4
mi. west of town. Large
yard, quiet neighbor$650/mo
hood
deposit References
No pets. 436-5924

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica2 bath home on
tions for 1 & 2br units. 3BR,
with private dock
Rent based on income. lake
impairment $800 month 759-9046
Mobility
Phone: 436-5258
accessible.
492-8721. Mon & 48R, clean, large yard
Thurs
with view of KY Lake. 1
. 10-12am. TDD No.
year lease. $600
1-800-648-6056. Equal 436-5321
Housing Opportunity.
260
LARGE 3BR furnished
Marne Rennie
CH/A. utilities paid,
2BA. washer/dryer. 1
year lease. No pets.
A&F Warehousing
References required.
Near MSU $20-50
1606 Miller.
53-7668
270-519-2699

her

ems
man

1
3BR house C/H/A,
washer/dryer, near university. 1, 2BR apts.
753-1252, 753-0606

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Cornerstone Realty & Rental
Featured Listings!

421211 Hwy 121 North, 3 BR. 2 BA.
1510 Sq Ft. Great Hardwood Floors!
5114900• MLSX 40459

AM Real Estate adver
Used in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes liegal to advertiae...any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion.
sex, or national origin,
Of an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

Houses For Rent

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newty Remodeled
1BR 6290.00
2BR $340,00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

270-759-4520 or 227-5600

Feel Estee

Call (270)436-5091

>bile
200
st be
KY

Elegant 11Klor Estate on large corner lot w/5 BR, 3 FP, 2 BA, French
doors, hardwood floors, eat-in
kitchen, sunroom, huge patio.
Close to school and hospital

Pets itappbe

1 or Vidor Inlorstration and trallohilitt.

&

1007 Poplar St.,
Murray

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location 753-2905. 2931480

.trailable Ilearnds. Derkir or 3losohly
Jusi 25 11iiiiilc% root Murray

2

Sunday, August 12•2:00 PM-4:00 PM

FEMALE Pug CKC
Registered, fawn w/
black markings, $150
489-2474

For Rent

Calhoon Construction, 11C

OPEN HOUSE
[eke Prop. For Rent

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Kentucky

Wednesday, August 8, 2007 • 30

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

I R %% Is

1711-753-2279
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system. gravel.
Mtn' rock.
436-2113
Dozer work a Track
hoe
HOUSE wash ibeclal
$89.00 up tot,500 so
R. Sidewalk included
be & Insured
(270)978-1772

JOE'S JOBS

BORN TODAY
(1968).
Singer Whitney Houston (1963), actress Gillian Anderson
actor Robert Shaw (1927)

1
David's
Home
Improvement
Mier Darnage0 Fizors
&aces & Floor Jcssts
Remodeling & Flunting
9sed Goleta,. Owner
'Si Do insurance Woe
s & hisserCan/

.

731-247-5422
SNOWS Alternator &
Starter Service
reaRepair, rebuild
sonable prices Call
654
731-642-6939
Hobby Rd Pans TN
38242

Rosie is a Cake domestic mediMc-Coy is a domestic short
urn hair, female, seven weeks old
hair, male, twelve weeks old
SHELTER HOURS: MON.41I.10 AM-4 PM • MT. le AM-3 PM

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5298

F or more information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270)7594141

48 • Wednesday, August 8, 2107

tooldieBack
Births reported include A boy
10 years ago
to Mr and Mrs Steve Knight.
NAfished is a picture of Grundy
July 30
talwell and Bob Wilson looking
40 years ago
at a crop 01 tobacco drying in
The two candidates for govertlic field in the New Providence
nor of Kentucky an the Novemarea Rain is badly needed for the
ber election. Henry Ward. Democrop The photo was by Staff Phocrat, and Louie Nunn. Republilopapher Bernard Kane
the annual Douglass School can. *ere speakers at the 110th annual Leadership Conference ot the
reunion begins yesterday and will
tomorrow
Kentucky Education Association
through
ontinue
Daffney A Henry will bc one of on Aug. 7
Joe D Geurin Jr. of Murray
the featured speakers.
has enlisted in the United States
Mr and Mrs John L Tucker
Air Force, Don Christman and
soil he married SO )c.lfs Aug 9
Andrew Nichols have enlisted in
Binhs repotted undude aboy
to 1,1111rA and Ste.en Brandenburg. the United Stales Marines
SO years ago
a gill to Brenda and MALAAJA CLipp,
Calloway County Schools will
a girl to Patricia and Chins Douopen Aug 26. according to a release
glas and a buy to Samantha and
from Huron Jeffrey, supenntendLimes Burke, Aug 1
ent of the Calloway County Board
20 years ago
of Education. This includes high
Published Is a pisture of Amy
schools at Almo. Eaton. Heir!.
e sled leId soplis m/OfI' Al Murray
Kirksey. Lynn Grove and New ConHigh School. getting help limn
cord.
MI'S Principal Bill Wells during
Temple Hill Chapter No. ill
registration on Aug.6 at the school.
Order of the Eastern Star held its
Mrs. William Call was the winannual .Friendship Night at the
ner of the 19/17 Sidewalk Sale
lodge hail on Ky 464 east will'
Si00 'Shopping Spree, sponsored
Modem. Grogim worthy matron.
by the Retail Promotions Comand Charlie Lassiter, worthy patron,
mittee of the Murray( allow ay
presiding
County Chandler of Commerce
60 years age
Births reported include a girl
I our Calloway county Jersey
to Kevin and Lame McManus.
Herds received high ratings and
July I I
classified for type uncle' the pro30 years ago
gram 01 the American Jersey CatPublished is a picture of per
tle Club. The herds arc those of
sons attending the reunion of the
GB Scott, Garland Schmidt W.H.
former William MA1rIfl Memorial
Jones Jr and Murray State ColHospital School of Nursing held
lette
at Kenlake State Resort Park hotel
Dewey Ragsdale, Calloway
"Light Shine." a Christian 11111,1
County Circuit Coun Clerk. said
cal based on the Beatitudes. was
that more than 2,000 drivers 4.1
presented hs the choir of First
the approximately. 7.000 Lin %els
tinned Meth.ahst 'hutch last night
in Calloway County base tailed
Andy Itsans and Lindsey Hudto get their driver, licenses
speth, both graduates 01 Murray
Stature Crouch and Thomas 1..
High School. will reptesent the
Bell were married recently at Salem
Tigers in the East-West All-Slat
c
Baptist Church, Lynn C
foothill game at Lexington

Todayllillistory
In. 19117, ROO years ago. pi
and bandleader
Benns Caner was horn in New
York
In 1942. sly consisted NAZI
saboteurs who had landed in the
S were executed in Washington. two others' lises were spared

By 11w Associated Preis
10s1.1y Is Wednesday. Aug M.

111USIC tan. c.aripi.ser

the 220th day of 2007 There are
14i days left in the year
1..day 's Highlight in History
on Aug X. 1974. President
Richard M Nixon announced he
would resign hollow mg damaging
new reselations in the Watergate
scandal
On this date
In 110 76. [homes A I-dison
recessed a patent for his mimeo-

In I93. the Soviet Union
declared war against Japan during World War II
In 1961, Britain "Great ham
Robbery" took place as IhICSCS

graph
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COMICS / FEATURES
Bystanders step up to lend
a hand to disabled strangers
two months. I call it my character-building experience. I
never realized how hard it is
for the disabled to get things
done. However, my experience
with people was the complete
opposite of "Horrified's.•
People would dash in front
of me to open doors. I can't
count the number of times I
CX.1Mare
heard, •Do you need my help?'
ples of how
little it takes from complete strangers. I
help always believed there were
to
someone in wonderful people in the world,
distress, and and my experience confirmed
how each ()I it. -- GLAD I LIVE IN THE
MIDWEST
US is capaDEAR ABBY: I have witble of assisting someone nessed the opposite of what
Dear Abby
need. happened an Dover, Del. As I
n
sat in an airport waiting for
Read on:
By Abigail
DEAR my flight to leave. I heard a
Van Buren
ABBY: My loud crash and turned to see
aunt was driving her power someone fall down the steps
of an escalator. I started toward
scooter up the new access ramp
at the local library. when It her, but saw at least five peosuddenly flipped and landed ple closer than I was rushing
on top of her. pinning her to her. Every single person in
down like a beetle on its back. the immediate vicinity respondWhen she looked up. she found ed instantly with compassion.
herself staring into the face of -- SACRAMENTO FLIER
DEAR ABBY: 'Horrified's"
a smiling young man whose
first words were,'What's wrong letter reminded me of a quote
with this picture? It turned that I came across years ago.
out he was the engineer who It changed my way of thinking about life and has made
had built all the walkways.
On her next visit to the me a braver person. It goes
library, true to his word, the something like this: "I wonproblem with the ramp had been dered why 'somebody' didn't
corrected. If that gentleman do something. Then I realized.
happens to read this. I just I was somebody.'
Sometimes people are selfwant to say 'thank you. You •
made her day.-' GRATEFUL conscious about taking public
action. They ASSUMC it will be
NIECE IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ABBY: Last fall. I taken care of by someone who
or
more expenenced
fractured my ankle badly and is
was in a wheelchair for almost assertive. Perhaps people need
to be reminded that we are
all 'somebodies' with the
power to help and make a difmade off with 2.6 million pounds
ference. however small that
in banknotes
action might seem. -- CAROL
In 1968. Richard M Nixon
IN POTSDAM, N.Y.
was nominated for president at
DEAR ABBY: I was at a
the Republican national convenlight and noticed a man
traffic
tion in Miami Beach, Ha
near the side of my van had
In 1978, the I S launched Piotipped over in his wheelchair.
neer Venus II, which carried sciHe had no legs and was stuck
entific probes to study the atmosbetween the fence, the ground
phere of Venus
and the bus stop bench.
In 1994. Israel and Jordan
I told my 4-year-old daughopened the first road link between
the two once-warring countries
ter not to move. put on my
hazard blinker's and went to
offer assistance. I picked up
his wheelchair and was struggling to pick him up, and still
nobody helped. Suddenly, out
of nowhere, a truck whipped
into the nearby parking lot and
the driver picked the man up
in one swoop. put him in his
chair and left in seconds!
I have a bulging disc in
my back, but still I was determined to help the man in the
wheelchair I am still amazed
at the kindness of the person
who came to the rescue of
both me and the.man who had
the accident. -- CINDY, OUT
WEST

DEAR ABBY: Yesterday, I
pnnted some of the reactions
I received to a letter I got
about a disabled person whose
wheelchair overturned, and who
was left lying on the sidewalk
by passers-by who failed to
Today's
offer
assistance
responses

Dear Abby is written by
an Buren, also
Abigail
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.

Murray Ledger & 'Imes

Home treatment for
warts works quickly
DEAR DR. GOTT: I live
where mesquite are plentiful,
and thorns are not unusual in
legs, feet or tires. For about
10 days, I thought I had a
thorn in my foot just behind
the little toe on the left foot,
but I couldn't see it.
I
Finally.
had my wife
and
look
dcscnbe it
for me, and
she believed
it to be,
instead, a
wart.
Dr. Gott Iplantar
had some
experience
By
removing
Dr. Peter Gott
them as a
Navy corpsman, 40 years ago,
using a device to burn them
out. I didn't want to take that
drastic step yet, and then I
Vicks
either
remembered
VapoRub or duct tape as a
home remedy from your column on warts. So I had my
wife put a -dab of VapoRub
on the wart and cover it with
duct tape. Five days of this
and no more wart. It just fell
out, and the hole closed.
DEAR READER: 1 have
received favorable reports from
readers who used Vicks or duct
tape to remove warts. Your
expenence is somewhat unique,
however, so I am publishing
it for informational value.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read
your column about bruising
today. I take a baby aspirin
everyday to protect my heart,
but red blood spots on my
arms seem to be popping out
frequently. My doctor looked
at a few small ones and said
welcome to the group. He didn't see the larger ones that
are about I inch and the other

assorted sizes. I just look down
and there is a new one again.
Could the aspirin be doing
this? I'm 85 and have been
on it for years.
DEAR READER: Aspirin
causes the blood to clot more
slowly. In aging folks with
thin skin, aspirin can lead to
spontaneous bruising.
I suggest that you request
blood tests to check your clotting mechanism. But I'll wager
the aspirin is to blame. If so,
your physician might choose
to lower the dosage.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and S2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
help. I have a problem with
terrible stretch marks on my
sides and middle torso. I have
been to many skin doctors,
one after the other. They all
say there is nothing that can
be done. I don't believe this.
Is there anything you can recommend?
DEAR READER: In my
experience, women with stretch
marks — especially those from
pregnancy — can be helped
by liposuction and removal of
excess abdominal skin. If you
have tried exercise or dietary
treatments, you should be
examined by a plastic surgeon.
If you have yet to trim down.
first try diet and exercise.
Keep in mind that most
medical insurance does not
cover cosmetic/elective surgery,
and the procedures may be
expensive.

ContractBridge
North dealer,
Both sides sulnerahlc
NORTH
•IX .1 10
IP 7 42
•A 6 4
•A 1 9 5
EAST
WEST
•A Q 4 3
48 7 6
•K 3
•Q86
•7 5
•J 14 2
40,Q 10 4 2
4K 7
SOUTH
0952
AJ 1095
•K Q 103
.6
The bidding
West
South
East
North
Pass
I.
Pass
2•
Pass
Pass
I NT
4•
Pass
2 IP
eight 01 spades
Opening lead
there are all kinds of rules promulgated by all kinds ot authontics
that tell you neser to do this, or
always to do that, lest dire consequences ensue
But the mark of. good player is
that he knows when tii oserride these
commandments The experienced
player has learned that when critical
decisions hase to be made, hard
thinking is mt.ch more reliable
For example, take this deal where
West leads a spade against South's

four-heart contract Fast cashes the
Q-A of spades and plays a thIrd
spade, hoping West will ruff
Declarer wins in clammy and
returns the deuce of trumps If Fast is
a firm believer in "second-hand
low," he follows with the three
South then finesses the pick and
sooner or later makes the contract.
West whoa the jack with the queen
and, let's say, returns a club Declarer
takes the ace, plays another trump,
gobbling up last's king, cashes the
A-K-Q of diamonds, ruffs his fourth
diamond in dummy, ruffs a club and
draws West's last trump to make the
contract
But let's say that at trick four Last
plays second-hand high because he
foresees what might occur if he follows low on the trump lead.
In that case, declarer must go
down one It he wins with the ace
and leads a second trump, West takes
the queen and plays a third round of
trumps. Lventually West scores a
diamond trick to sink the contract
If declarer stops leading trumps
after winning the king with the ace
and attempts to cash the A-K-Q of
diamonds. Fast rolls the third diamond, and South winds up with the
same unhappy result
The deal demonstrates that under
certain circumstances, such as those
in this deal. it can be right to play
second-hand high'

tomorrow: Ralf a chance is better than none
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Crosswords
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shut
wen a bong

IR S.ECP,

5 Flan off
9 Floor covenng
12 Bright nng

(;)

./1141 II

13 DeedernOne
eneely
14 19s Hagen

of fans
15 Big - sksphant
18 Honcho
(2 rode )
18 Say scatty
,
20 Frat wetter
21 Boat eripiernelnt
22 Shoe
annoyence
26 Widespread
damage
29— be on nowt
30 Edible root
31 Dm* anemia
32 Sales pitches
33 Technical word
34 Gunman
— psi

I (Ir.

CAN'T 54.1E9
EIMER, 141.4.1?
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35 Hot hits
36 Llite twilight
37 Tycoons home
39 Food cooker
40 Is that — 7
41 Like a knight
45 Soft
40 Seldom Mien
50 Roams a kitty
51 Romer halonin
52 Long-seine
volcano
53 Ousel hotel
54 Follow the
recipe
55 Moose or elk
DOWN

-Jawsportrayer
Whip
Kirghiz range
Rainy season
Wade aid
lideout
Cluche bass
8 Swallowed
9 Weep over

2
3
4
5
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Feaeure Syndicate Inc

10 Versatile
sahebs
I Square-dance
partner
17 Cease
19 Boot we

22 a parts
23 F aressalls
24 Carefree
escapade
25 TV statuene
26 Pocket law
27 Graph knos
26 Goose-down
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AKER SOCCER PREVIEW

Young CCHS
coach isn't
totally green
FORMER MARSHALL COUNTY
GRADUATE SPENT THREE SEASONS
AS MURRAY'S JV COACH
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Martin Son may be the new head boys' soccer coach at
Calloway County High School. But in the realm of west
Kentucky soccer, the 23-year-old is all too familiar with
faces and places.
Son, who graduated from soccer powerhouse Marshall
County in 2002, spent last season as a manager for the
Murray State women's soccer program. Prior to that, he
was the junior-varisty head coach at Murray High from
2003-05.
Despite more behind-the-scenes work and a tad more
responsibility. Son has enjoyed his first few months on
the job. But like any other head coach in the First Region,
he's ready to get things rolling.
The Lakers finished 9-9-1 last season, losing a 2-1 battle to Murray High in the second round of the Second
District Tournament
Calloway County
that ended their season.
Laker Seca% Schedule
process. Aug 16
the
In
7:15 pm
at Graves County
Calloway graduated Aug 20 at Mayfield
7:30 p in
Aug
21
at
Marshall
County
7:00
p in
eight players off last
Aug 25 GRAVES COUNTY 1:30 p in
year's roster. But Son Aug 27 at Paducah Tilghman 7:15 p m
feels confident in the Sep 4 at Chnstian County 7:30 pm
7.30 pm
numbers he has return- Sep 8 at Murray
Sep 10 MAYFIELD
7:30 pm
ing.
Sep 18 MURRAY
5:45 pm
A total of eight sen- Sep 20 at Si Mary
5:45 p m
OAK
24
LONE
pm
Sep
7:15
iors will make up
Sep 25 REIDLAND
7:15 p m
Calloway's experience- Oct 2 FORT CAMPBELL 7-00 pm
7:30 p m
laden roster this year. Oct 4. at Hopkinsville
The roster includes
Coby Lyell, Chuck Rogers, Worth Shemwell, Patrick
Wyatt, Keaton Pierce, Todd Gibbs, Bobby Wilkerson and
Klent Starks.
After that, Son has five juniors on the squad — Wes
Cook, Seth Fortenberry, Daniel Hopkins. Joseph Kelly
and Zach Underill. That leaves Son with slim numbers in
. his younger classes. Only three sophomores and one
freshman account for the remaining players on the roster.
Leighton Dale, Brett Towery and Reid McDaniel
make up the sophomore class, while Blake Manness is the
lone freshman that could give Son a lift off the bench.
"I'm really going to be relying heavily on the seniors
and juniors this year." Son said Wednesday at the Jim Nix
Soccer Complex. "Our seniors are very self-motivated.
They're really good with the younger guys in regards to
pushing them."
As for his strategy. Son pointed out that his previous
coaching stints in the area have helped him become
familiar with Laker soccer.
"I've coached some of the older boys who have gone
en and graduated from Calloway. So some of their
younger brothers are here, and the parents know who I am
from that," he said. "I had a few of the boys in spring soccer before I got the job. The seniors and juniors were very
familiar with me. Everyone's adjusted well."
Son's only chance to see his new Calloway squad was
in a district game against rival Murray last year. Still, he
knows that the team's offense took a hit because of graudation. But he feels confident with the defense that
returns.
"We're having to take some of our defense and put that
into our offense," Son added."We lost a lot of leaders and
good players.
"But !can see us peaking at the right time around tournament time. We're going to be physically the tallest
team. 1 think we have great team chemistry."

%1St ROUNDUP

Howard joins
Thoroughbred
baseball staff
SERVED AS AN ASSISTANT AT
CINCINNATI LAST SEASON
By MSU Media Relations
Murray State baseball head coach Rob McDonald
announced the hiring of Lucas Howard as an assistant
coach on the Thoroughbreds staff.
Howard served as a volunteer assistant coach at the
University of Cincinnati last season, helping the Bearcats
tn a 28-28 mark.
Howard earned his bachelor of specialized studies
degree in marketing. real estate and sociology from Ohio
in 2006 As a pitcher, he completed his collegiate playing
career there in the 2005 season, after sitting out 2004 with
an injury after transfemng from Purdue, where he
appeared in 35 games over three seasons. At Purdue.
Howard 4erved on the Purdue Captain's Table, an organization comprised oif captains of all of the Boilermaker
varsity teams.
A native of Lebanon. Ohio, Howard broke into coaching in 2006 as an assistant varsity coach at his alma meter.
Spnnghoro High School. He helped the Panthers to a 219 record, a sectional championship and a runner-up district finish.
"We are very happy to have Lucas join ow staff."'
McDonald said "He's got a very good background, and
he's a very hard working young coach. I feel that he will
he an outstanding addition to our staff"

RACER FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK
PRACTICE 2 OF 22

Coming Up
Rawl Foorsau.

Feeling Hot,
Hot, Hot!

Practice /3 Toast
Practice 8411512
*Pro:Ike/6 Thum
Practice /8 En
Practice /7 Sat
Practice A Sat
Practice /11 Sun
Practice ft0 Aug 13
Practice /11 Aug 13
Practice /12 Aug 14
Practice /13 Aug 15
Practice /14 Aug 15
'Practice /15 Aug 16
Aug 17
'Practice
Practice 117 Aug 17
Practice /1/ Aug 18
Practice /19 Aug 19
Prectice /20 Aug 20
Practice 021 Aug 20
'Practice R2 Aug 21

rig

3 36 p m
815am
6 45 p m
7p m
815 eta
335pm
3 35 p m
8 15 am
3 35 p m
3 36 p m
825 am
3 45 p m
3 35 p m
815am
3 35 p m
3 t5pm
336 p
8 15 am
3 35 pm
305pm

' — Denobsa Scornmage dale
and Or*

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

Murray State offensive lineman Paul, Lewis (93) runs through a drill as offensive line coach Michael Hayes observes
in the background. The Racers are working with a full compliment of offensive linemen in the preseason after struggling with numbers in the spring.

RACERS PRACTICE DESPITE 100-DEGREE HEAT INDEX
By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State football team completed its second of 22 preseason camp sessions
on Tuesday on the practice field behind Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Yesterday marked the second straight day
the Racers practiced in a 100-degree heat
index, and head coach Matt Griffin stressed
the importance of hydration at the conclusion of practice.
During the practice session, the Racer
quarterbacks worked on throwing the ball on
the run, shuttling from side-to-side before
throwing to a streaking receiver. They also
performed a slant drill, where the receiver
started out with his left side facing the quarterback, then the quarterback led the receiver at a 45-degree angle.
The next drill included multiple fade
routes, where the quarterbacks rolled out
after a fake hand-off and hit a receiver with
a pass just before the receiver stepped outof-bounds.
The running backs. fullbacks and tight
ends worked on upper-body strength under
assistant coach Carl Mintken, beginning a
drill on their knees and using their hips to
grab a pad held by a player before extending
their arms to drive the players backward.
The offensive line also took part in a similar drill, using their momentum to drive
back a player from their knees. The offensive line also worked on double-teaming and
getting in the right position to block both
players coming at them at once.
On the defensive side of the ball, the
safeties and linebackers worked on reading
the quarterback — played by defensive
coordinator Rich Nagy — and judging
where a throw would go by judging the
quarterback's elbow and arm.
The defensive backs worked on staying
in-bounds after an interception, as they
would out-jump their counterpart to catch a

rePwr-
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SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

Racer tailback Josh Jones (5) works during a blocking drill against a teammate in Tuesday's preseason camp session on the practice fields behind
Roy Stewart Stadium. Murray State was scheduled to practice again today
at 3:35 p.m. before a two-a-day session on Thursday, concluding with the
team's first scrimmage of camp at 6:45 p.m.
pass from assistant coach Kenyatta McCoy
and try their best to land in-bounds.
The defensive line's agility was tested
during a drill where the players shuttled
around five pads. keeping their eyes up and
trusting their feet.
Another drill performed by the defense
was one player running from a set of three
cones at an angle towards one cone, where
another player awaited and tried to prevent
him from touching the cone with his hand.

Special teams were also busy on Tuesday.
working on getting on and off the field under
the pressure of a dwindling play clock.
The Racers were scheduled to hit the
practice field again today for a 3:35 p.m.
practice. They return to the field Thursday
morning at 8:15 a.m., before a scrimmage at
6:45 at Stewart Stadium. This will be the
first chance for the fans to see the newlyinstalled Fielc1Turf that was put down over
the summer.

LAKER VOLLEYBALL

Calloway wins home opener over Carlisle
Staff Report
Katlynn Knight paced the
The Calloway County High Calloway scoring with 10 points,
School volleyball team won its while Kristen Phillips followed
home opener on Tuesday night, with nine and Lexie Watson added
defeating visiting Carlisle County seven. Brittnee Dietz and Teala
in two sets at Jeffrey Gymnasium. 'Penick had three points each. and
The Lady Lakers captured the Allie Thompson finished with
match by scores of 25-18 and 25- one.
16 to even their season record at
Penick paced the CCHS
1-1 after dropping Monday's sea- offense with five kills and six
son opener at Community assists. Knight tallied four kills,
Christian Academy.
while Jacquelyn Price notched

three
junior-varsity
action,
In
Calloway County edged the
Comets in three sets. falling 22-20
in the first set before winning the
final two by scores of 21-5 and
21-9.
Emily McKnight was the top
scorer for the Lady Lakers,
recording 14 points while tallying
three aces. Dietz. Knight and
Leanne Luther had six points

apiece. Haley Edwards totaled
five. Janessa Soloman scored four
and Taylor Stallings had four,
including two aces.
Dietz led the squad in kills
with five while adding three
assists. Soloman had eight assists
off the bench. while McKnight
added one more. Allison Rogers
had one assist. Edwards recorded
four kills and Knight two.
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ONE GIANT STEP
FOR THE RECORD: 8 51

pm

Aug 7, 2007 / AT&T Park

3-and-2 count
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By The Associated Press
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GOLF

The Murray High Golf Team would
like to thank all sponsors and
participants for making the first
Tiger Golf Classic a huge success
Your support will help continue the
Tradition of Excellence
INiesi•"2

Justin Scott
Head Ciaisch

B,
The hisurance Center ofMunly

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR FUTURE...
LEARN A SKILL!
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Classes start
September 4, 2007

Immediate Openings in:

Chris Graham
Assistant Coach

kAcmovvid.-,

:•,

P
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Moloicyde/AN Repar (New)
jII Malresnance
Gonad Mulch

Cobol Now Technology
leoctiel To Technology
littollcsiteedereid Wring

Rnancial Aid is Avallablo
Lottery Scholarship avcattablo to most TN rosid•nts
Contact us at.

NAPONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Amencan League Standings
Al) Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
IA 45 602 Boston
5
558
50
63
Now Yoo
56 56 50011 1/2
Toronto
15
52 59 468
Baltimore
42 70 37525 1/2
Tampa Bay
Division
Contrail
L-Pct GB
W
64 49 566
Cleveland
63 49 563 12
Detroit
12
6
509
57
55
Minnesota
52 60 46411 1/2
Chicago
14
49 62 441
Kansas City
West moisten
GB
Pct
L
w
•
66 46 589
Los Angeles
4
61 49 555
Seattle
13
54 60 474
Oakland
1/2
43417
64
49
Texas

Tuesdays Games
Detroit 9 Tampa Bay 6
Seattle 10 Betimore 3
N Y Yankees 9 Toronto 2
Kansas City 5 Minnesota 1
Cleveland 2 Chicago White Sox 1
Texas 8 Oakland 6
LA Angels 10 Boston 4

Wednesday's Gemes
Tampa Bay (Shields 8-7) at Detroit
(Durbin 7-3). 6 05 pm
Seattle (F Hernandez 7-6i ai Baltimore
(Guthrie 7-3) 6 05 p m
NY Yankees (Wang 13-51 at Toronto
(Halladay 12-5) 8 07 p
Minnesota (J Santana 11-9) at Kansas
City (Perez 6-10) 7 10 p m
Cleveland (Sabathia 14-6) at Chicago
White Sox IGarland 8-7) 7 11 pm
Oakland IDINardo 5-6) at Texas
(Millwood 7 9) 7 35 p m
Boston (Lester 1-0) at L A Angels
(Moseley 4-1) 9 05 p m

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division

W

GB

L Pet

63 49 563
New York
60 53 531 31/2
Atlanta
4
59 53 527
Philadelphia
52 61 46011 1/2
Florida
1/2
46011
52 61
Washingloi
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
60 54 526
Milwaukee
1
58 54 518
Chicago
7
Si 59 464
St Louis
50 63 442 9 1/2
Houston
11
48 64 429
Cincinnati
45 6441312 1/2
Prttsbuigh
Division
West
L Pet GB
W
63 51 553 Arizona
1
61 51 545
San Diego
4
58 54 518
Colorado
4
518
54
58
Angeles
Los
48- 6343243-N2
San Franciscn
Tuesday s Games
Pridadelphia 11 Florida 1
Atlanta 7 NY Nets 3
Cincinnati 4, L A Dodgers 0
Houston 5 Chicago Cubs 2
San Diego 4 Si Louis 0
Colorado 11 Milwaukee 4
Presbunr 8 Arizona 3
Washington 8 San Francisco 6

Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee (Gallardo 4-1) at Colorado
(Francis 12-5) 2 05 p m
Florida(Wes 7-11) al Philadelphia
(Lorise 6-12) 6 05 p m
Atlanta (Srnoltz 10-6) at NY Mets
ICavaence 1-0) 6 10 p m
TA Dodgers (Lowe 8-10) at Cm-mouth
(Hwang 10-3) 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Zambian° 14-7) at
Houston LOswait 11-61 705 pm
San Diego (Maddox 7-8) at St Louis
K Wells 4-13) 7 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Mahoim 7-13) at Arizona
(Kim 6-5) 8 40 p m
Washington (Redding 1-2) at San
Francisco (Cain 3-12). 9 15 P m

Sports Iriefs
•Students in the second through the sixth grades have an opportunity to compete in the Calloway County Little League Football Program.
Registration for the program will be held on Saturday from 9 to 11 a.m.
and on Tuesday, Aug. 14 from 5 to 7 -.m. in the front lobby of Calloway
County High School The cost of the program is $25 for flag football
sixth
(second and third grades) and $50 for full contact (third through
at
McKee)
Josh
coach
head
CCHS
contact
information,
more
For
grades)
762-7374 (Ext. 3091 or by e-mail at Josh mckeel@callowaykyschoots.us.
•Head coach Josh McKee) and the Calloway County High School
on
football coaching staff will offer the third annual Football 101 course
Tuesday. Aug (4 in the CCHS cafetena. The class will cover the basics
of the game Topics to be discussed include, scoring, field dimensions,
offensive and defensive positions plays, penalties and equipment. The
class is open to the public free of charge
•The Murray Bucs 9-under travel baseball team will hold tryouts for
its 2008 squad on Saturday, Aug 11 from 9 a.m to noon on Field 4 at
the Murray City Park Those interested and committed to playing travel
baseball are welcomed and encouraged to attend. Prospective players
must not turn 10-years-old before May 1. 2008 to be eligible, For further
information, contact coaches Tony Brannon (293-3790). Craig Johnson
(559-2205) or David Jaco (703-3673)

Peavy dominates Cardinals
ST. LOUIS I API - Once
Jake Peavy broke an early sweat
in 96-degree heat by surviving a
14-pitch at-bat against Scott
Rolen in the first inning, it was
clear sailing
Peavy extended his scoreless
streak to 19 innings after prevailing in that confrontation
With two men on, and the San
Diego Padres got their major
league-leading 16th shutout of
the season. a 1-0 victory over
the St. Louts Cardinals on
Tuesday night.
"In this kind of weather and
this kind of environment. ,sou
don't want to throw- as many
pitches as I did nght out of the
chute.- Peasy said. "And we
had a runner on third so it Wasn't like it was just a good at-hat.
it was a good at-bat with a guy
90 feet away."
Peavy 12-5i allowed three
hits in six innings, struck out
fivr and walked two. improving
to 6-0 with an NL-hest 0.89
ERA in nine road start'.. Ilis 2.21
overall ERA an second in the
majors behind teammate Chris
Young (1.821
Peavy has no explanation forhis road success. For a time. the
Cardinals believed he was aided
by pitching from sot inches in

front of the rubber, until he
showed the umpires he didn't .
need any help.
"I don't know, it's just one of
those things." Peavy sad,'11.41
certainly comfortable pitching
on the road. hut I'm comfortable
at home, too.Rolen popped out in the first
and Imed out in the fourth in a
seven-pitch at-hat
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Troop level in Iraq temporarily
spikes to highest ever, 162,000
WASHINGTON (AP) — The number of U.S.
troops in Iraq has temporarily peaked at its highest
level ever as new units arrive to replace those
packing up and leaving, the Pentagon said
Tuesday.
The size of the force is nearly 162,000, slightly
surpassing the 161,000 troop level for the Iraqi
elections in 2005, said Defense Department
spokesman Bryan Whitman.
There is always a temporary bulge in the number of troops when one unit is leaving and handing
off to its replacement unit.
The number of troops had been at about

155,000 to 159,000 for some time because of the
escalation ordered by President Bush in January.
-There is no change to the level of effort and
the combat power that we are projecting into
Iraq," Whitman said. He noted that the force will
remain at the 20 combat brigades and their support
units sent in the escalation aimed at calming violence in Baghdad.
Troops levels were raised in January 2005 during Iraq's first elections, and then returned to
about 138,000 several weeks later. The number
spiked later that year at 161,000 as officials sent
extra security for vote on Iraq's new constitution.

Beijing begins Olympics countdown

AP

Mustafa Hussein, nght, and a relative grieve for his uncle outside a hospital morgue in the
Shiite enclave of Sadr City after an overnight military operation by U.S. troops in Baghdad, Iraq
today. A U.S.-led raid and airstnke targeting networks allegedly smuggling weapons and fighters from Iran killed 32 suspected militants in Baghdad's Shiite stronghold of Sadr City, the military said. The military also said 12 suspects were detained.

U.S. raids kill suspected
militants in Baghdad area
BAGHDAD (AP) — U.S.led forces swooped into the
Shiite militia stronghold of Sadr
City today, killing 32 suspected
militants and detaining 12 others
in fighting and an airstrike targeting alleged smuggling networks from Iran.
Iraqi police and witnesses
said nine civilians were killed in
the attack, which occurred hours
before Prime Minister Noun alMaliki arrived in Tehran for his
second visit in less than a year.
Iraq. which like Iran is
majority Shiite, has managed a
difficult balancing act between
Tehran and Washington since
the U.S.-led invasion in 2003,
trying to maintain good relations
with its powerful neighbor while
not angering the Americans.
Iraqi authorities, meanwhile,
clamped a three-day driving ban
on the capital and erected new
checkpoints as thousands of
Shiite pilgrims began their
annual trek toward a mosque in
northern Baghdad to mark the
anniversary of the death of one
of Shiite Islam's key saints.
The military said the raid targeted fighters from breakaway
factions of radical Shiite cleric
Muqtada al-Sadr's Mahdi Army
who smuggle arms from Iran
and facilitate the travel of Iraqi
militants to Iran for training.
"The individuals detained
and the terrorists killed during
the raid are believed to be members of a cell of a special groups
terrorist network known for
facilitating the transport of
weapons
explosively
and
formed penetrators, or EFPs.
from Iran to Iraq. as well as
bringing militants from Iraq into
Iran for tefforist training." the
military said.
The statement said the main
suspect in the raid was a liaison
between Iraqi fighters and Iran's
elite Quds Force, which is
accused of arming and training
the militants. Tehran has denied

allegations that it is supporting
the violence in Iraq.
The military account of the
raid said U.S. and Iraqi ground
forces came under sporadic
small-arms fire as they targeted
a group of buildings in Sadr
City, the sprawling Shiite district in eastern Baghdad. The
raiders killed two armed men
believed to be lookouts, then
detained 12 rogue militia fighters, the military said.
Attack helicopters and warplanes then struck after spotting
a vehicle and a large group of
armed men on foot who were
trying to attack the ground
forces. An estimated 30 militants were killed in the air
attack, according to the statement.
The statement was issued
after Iraqi police and witnesses
in Sadr City said a bombardment
by U.S. helicopters and armored
vehicles killed nine civilians.
including two women, and
wounded six others. The police
officer and witnesses, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, also said 12 people were
detained.
Men and young boys wept
over wooden coffins covered
with blankets before they were
placed atop vehicles, while
women shrouded in black
blamed the Americans for
attacking civilians.
It was one of the largest in a
series of strikes against rogue
Shiite militias, which U.S. commanders have said are responsible for an increasing number of
attacks against American forces.
AI-Sadr agreed to pull his
Mahdi Army fighters off the
streets as a U.S.-Iraqi security
crackdown began Feb. 14 in
Baghdad and surrounding
regions. but disaffected members of the Mahdi Army have
broken away from al-Sadr control. Dissident members of the
militia said they went to Iran for

training and armaments and
returned to Iraq to join the fight
against U.S. and Iraqi troops.
Iraqi forces intensified security in the capital ahead of a
major Shiite holiday.
On Thursday, more than 1
million Shiite faithful — flogging themselves with iron
chains and slicing their foreheads with swords — are
expected to march toward the
shrine of Imam al-Kadhim in
Baghdad's Shiite Kazimiyah
neighborhood. The ritual of
grief banned under Saddam
Hussein. and some Iraqi offi
cials say up to 4 million may
show up.
First-aid tents stocked with
coolers of bottled water or offering food, dates, yogurt and tea
lined the streets as authorities
scrambled to prevent a catastrophe from marring the ceremonies honoring Imam Moussa
ibn Jaafar al-Kadhim, one of 12
principal Shiite saints who died
in the year 799.
Sunni insurgents often target
such religious gatherings. In
2005, the march was hit by
tragedy when thousands of
Shiite pilgrims, panicked by
rumors of a suicide bomber,
broke into a stampede on a
bridge. About 1,000 people died.
The top U.S. ground corn
mander in the area, Task Force
Justice leader Lt. Col. Steve
Miska, said hundreds of additional Iraqi security forces had
been deployed in Kazimiyah,
but that American troops would
stay away from the shrine out of
religious sensitivity.
-There's paranoia surrounding this shrine. If anything happened here, it'd make the
Golden Dome look like a precursor," Miska said, referring to
the al-Qaida bombing of
Samarra's Askariya shrine,
which destroyed the mosque's
golden dome and set off a wave
of sectarian bloodletting.

BEIJING (AP) — Dancers sary for all sports, sports with far, the preparations for Beijing
cavorted in glittery garb, pop short durations would not be a 2008 are truly impressive in
singers belted out a theme song problem, But definitely the every regard," he said. "I don't
and fireworks streamed sparks endurance sports like the think we have ever seen preparaacross Tiananmen Square as cycling race where you have to tions on this scale."
Beijing began the one-year compete for six hours, these are
Beijing's new anthem — the
countdown to the 2008 examples of competitions that just-released pop song "We're
Olympics. might be postponed or delayed Ready" — opened the ceremoThe sprawling plaza in the to another day."
ny, sung by a chorus of Chinese
heart of the Chinese capital was
Wednesday's
ceremony celebrities on a stage surrounded
the center of the celebration as intended
to display
the by banks of searchlights.
countdown clocks hit 8 p.m., "immense enthusiasm" of the
The tinting of the ceremony
exactly 12 months until the start Chinese people and government — the eighth day of the eighth
of the opening ceremony.
for the Games, Wu said in a month — was specially chosen:
Mixed in with the spectacle. speech laden with communist Eight is considered an auspipoliticians spoke of the smooth jargon such as "Deng Xiaoping cious number in Chinese
progress toward preparing for an theory" and the building of a because it rhymes with the word
event China hopes will show- "harmonious society."
for "prosper."
case its rising political and ecoRogge told the crowd that
China's government has been
nomic clout.
Beijing organizers had worked efficient in building venues.
"We want to take this oppor- "extremely hard to give Beijing Except for the iconic "Bird's
tunity to the show the world that an Olympic shape."
Nest" National Stadium, all of
the people of China are commit"The world is watching the 37 venues are to be finished
ted to the success of the games China and Beijing with great by the end of this year. Venue
and we believe we will deliver expectations. The athletes also construction has eaten up only a
it," said Wu Bangguo. the head have great expectations and they part of the $40 billion being
of China's parliament and the are all looking forward to com- spent on new subway lines and
Communist Party's No. 2 rank- peting in the state-of-the-art skyscrapers to remake the capiing official.
Beijing venues," Rogge said.
tal.
Hours before today's big
"Beijing and China will not
There have been few delays.
party, however, International only host a successful games for and the $2.1 billion operating
Olympic Committee President the world's premier athletes, but budget has been offset by the
Jacques Rogge warned that will also provide an excellent vast revenue expected from TV.
Beijing's dirty air might force opportunity to discover China, That has allowed attention to
some events next year to be its history, its culture and its focus on Beijing's choking polpostponed.
people, with China opening lution, campaigns to "civilize"
"Yes, this is an option," the itself to the world in new ways," the city and the risks involved
normally cautious Rogge told he said.
for China's authoritarian govCNN. "It would not be neces"From what we have seen so ernment.
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Kidz Karnival & Magic Show
Sunday, August 12th
Sunday School: 9 a.m./Worship: 10 a.m.
Karnival: 12:00-2:45 p.m.
Magic Show: 3 p.m.
with Christian Magician, David Garrard
I!

Elm Grove Baptist Church
6483 State Route 94 East, Murray, Kentuck,
16

miles from court square on right)

Older Kids Stay For The Youth Concert,
Pizza and Fear Factor II at 4:00 p.m. * * *
* * * Winner receives $100 * * *
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Gill, Tillis
Emery added
to Hall of
Fame listing

Blue Lick Battlefield
Most Kentuckians probably don't
realire that our state had much, if anything, to do with the Resolutionary War.
Sure we know all about the Civil War,
but before that there was another war
fought within our states boundaries
For three days in August I 7, 18 and
19). Blue Licks Battlefield State Resort
Park ntar Mt. Olivet in Robertson
County, will pay tnbutc with a reenactment of the last
Revolutionary War
battle fought on
Kentucky soil
On August IV,
I 782, a group of
Kentuckian% led by
Major Hugh Mc6ary
had followed a group
,it Bntish soldiers
and their Indian
allies to the Blue
By Gary P
Lick Area. There
West
Me6ary's group, that
Syndicated
included Daniel
Columnist
Boone. suffered a

Out & About
... Kentucky
Style

deVitAittling defeat

of 17f, men.(i) were killed And
*.e/rell were captured Among the dead
was Boone's son. Wad
The British arid Indian forces were
under the leadership of British Captain
William Cardwell Fie had been suecesstul in keeping things stirred up. And
often caught small Kentucky settlements
off guard with his strikes throughout
central and northern Kentucky. It was a
while after the Battle of Blue Licks that
George Rogers Clark and his reinforcement% eventually were able to dnve
Cardwell's fork es out of Kentucky.
Since the I 770.. the Blue Licks area
had been used for salt furlong, because
of a nearby salt water spring It was
said that the mineral water was a "cureall" to an assonmerit of illnesses, therefore it was understandable that the area
bet:Mlle .1 health resort moat lion
floccecer. hy the late 1800% the last of
the springs had gone dry
Now. it is the Revolutionary War battle. which Blue Licks einphastres The
225th Commemoration weekend will be
highlighted by two battle reenactments
at 4 p tit on Saturday and Sunday
throughout the weekend there will be
and pioneer 111c
Native
demiaistrations. music, and the re-openOUt

NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP> -,Vince Gill. Mel Ttllis and Ralph
Emery have been selected for
induction into the Country
Music Hall of Fame.
was
selection
Their
announced Tuesday by Barbara
Maodrell, Brenda Lee and Hall
of Fame Director Kyle Young.
They will be formally inducted
in October.
Inductees are chosen by the
Country Music Association's
Mill of Fame Panel of Electors,
a group of more than 300 voters
appointed by the CMA board of
directors.
Gill, whose hits include
"When I Call Your Name" and
"Don't Let Our Love Start
Slippin• Away,- said he was
overwhelmed by the honor and
feels blessed to be able to create
and perform music for a living.
"Out of all the things you've
ever done — it just matters, it
matters so much," said the 50year-old singer, who was
accompanied by his wife, Amy
Grant. whom he thanked for
being a "beautiful friend."
"It's been an amazing journey since I learned to play
'Wildwood Flower' on the guiPhoto provided tar," he said.
Park this month.
Tillis, who turned 75 today,
Reenactors set the stage for a Revolutionary War-era fight at Blue Uck Battlefield State Resort
said he was working in his garon
located
is
Park
State
48-acre
I
The
famifor
looking
just
are
ogy, and some
ing of the renovated Blue Licks homer
den when he got the news.
the Licking River and also offers canoely fun."
Museum.
"I dropped my eggplant," he
Tierney expects more than 4,000 visi- ing.and fishing.
Paul Tierney, the park's Naturalist.
joked, adding that the hardest
Although Kentucky is dotted
tors to the park over the three day event.
says the park in some way has been rec
thing for him — a self-professed
throughout with vivid portrayals of the
ognizing the anniversary of the battle
Admission to the reenactment is 65
"blabbermouth" — was keeping
played
state
the
Civil War and the role
for adults and children 12 and under are
every year since becoming a state park
quiet until the announcement.
on both sides, Blue Licks serves as a
free. Paid admission includes parking,
Emery, 74. was selected in
as far back as 19214
reminder of "the other war" fought in
viewing the battle, access to all areas of
the nonperfomier category. He
-The current event has been done for
Kentucky. On a monument at the battle- was a disc jockey on WSM.
the park, including miniature golf,
a little over 20 years as reenactment," he
field site, legend Daniel Boone is quoted
Museum.
Pioneer
and
which broadcasts the Grand Ole
swimming
says
to have said in remembenng his lost
Opry. He also hosted TV proBlue Lick Battlefield Stai'e Resort
In the beginning they were referred to
son, "Enough honor cannot be paid."
grams including "Pop! Goes the
Park is one of those venues often overas lic mg historians, hut with each
Reenactors can get information on
Country" and "Nashville Now."
looked by resident's nght here in
.111111cr•ar) the number has grown, and
participating by checking out www.batHis current show."Ralph Emery
Kentucky. Located 48 miles northeast
this year over 200 reenactors are expectPaul
calling
by
or
.org,
deofbluelicks
Live," is on RFD-TV.
is
park
the
of Lexington on U.S. 68,
ed
Tierney at 1-800-443-7008.
"I never thought I'd be in the
32-room
a
features
and
year-round
open
"The celebration hnngs a wide variMusic Hall of Fame, at
Country
shop.
gift
and
room
dining
with
lodge
ety of people from all over the eastern
in my lifetime," fv•
not
least
Gan P West can be contacted at.
campgrounds, and picnicking, cottages,
United States," offers Tierney. "Some
said.
pool.
lsouth.net
swimming
and
west1488@bel
trails
hiking
are interested in history, sonic in meal-
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